HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY
Little River School provides a safe, physical and emotional environment for students, employees, parents and
visitors through complying with any legislation currently in force or that may be developed.

Help us to take care of you by thinking and acting safely at all times.
Stand Tall, Tu Toa.
In order to meet these requirements:
The Board of Trustees develops and implements:
➢ Procedures for Child Protection and abuse
➢ Procedures for harassment (sexual and other)
➢ Procedures for smoke-free environment
➢ Emergency Response Programme
The Principal and Staff develop and implement:
➢ Search and seizure Training procedures
➢ Internet safety procedure/ Digital Citizenship
➢ Accident notification (students), (employees)
➢ Administration of medication
➢ EOTC Education outside the classroom Risk Management procedures (see Student Achievement)
➢ Behaviour Management Programme
➢ Procedure for De-escalation and Restraint https://goo.gl/EosNuR
➢ Evacuation procedures
➢ Contact with blood and other bodily fluid procedures

➢
➢
➢
➢

Head Lice procedure
Playground supervision
Dealing with sick or injured children
Procedure for harmful substances

The BOT in conjunction with the principal and staff develop and implement:
➢ Sun protection programme
➢ School Bus Transport safety
➢ Truancy procedure
➢ Privacy procedure
➢ Non-custodial parents procedures
➢ Visitor procedures
➢ Hazard identification procedure
➢ Blood/Body Fluids
Through the development of these Health and Safety procedures and practice, Little River School ensures a safe, physical and
emotional environment for students, staff and visitors.
This policy was approved by the Little River School Board of Trustees on
Signed

(Board of Trustees Chairperson)
……………………………………

Date: …………………

Principal
Next review date

………………...

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY PROCEDURE
It is essential that a school has a working environment that is safe and healthy for pupils, staff and visitors so that the school can carry
out its objectives as per the Charter without physical hindrance. This procedure will ensure that:
● We provide a safe, hygienic and effective environment for pupils, staff and visitors
● Safe practices are followed when using school buildings, plant operations, equipment operation and emergency
procedures
Guidelines
1.
A school caretaker will be employed to oversee the grounds and plant.
2.
A cleaner will be employed to clean the classrooms and administration block.
3.
A contractor will be employed to mow the playing fields.
4.
Staff will supervise safe playground practices, as per our Duty Procedures
5.
Board members will be assigned the roles of Property Officer, and Health and Safety Officer, to oversee the maintenance and
development of buildings, equipment and the environment, and the safety of the School and its environment.
6.
Pupils will be taught through curriculum studies about health and safety at home, school and the environment.
7.
Emergency and evacuation routines will be displayed in each classroom and practised each term.
8.
Community organisations such as the Public Health Nurse, Police Education Officer will be consulted about classroom lessons
on safety as required.
9.
The newsletter will be used to inform parents/caregivers of any pending improvements to the school environment.
10.
The Board will carry out regular health and safety/ maintenance checks with Principal/caretaker (once a term)
11.
The Deputy Principal is responsible for keeping the Building Management Folder up to date for our Warrant of Fitness.

Draft new version May 2016/additions March 2017
Little River School.
Child Protection Procedure
This procedure outlines the board’s commitment to child protection and recognises the important role and responsibility of all our staff
in the protection of children. It includes the board’s expectations when child abuse is reported or suspected by us.
All staff members (including contractors and volunteers) are expected to be familiar with this policy, its associated procedures and
protocols and abide by them.
The board of trustees has an obligation to ensure the wellbeing of children in our care so they thrive, belong and achieve. We are
committed to the prevention of child abuse and neglect and to the protection of all children. The safety and wellbeing of the child is
our top priority. Advice will be sought through appropriate agencies in all cases of suspected or alleged abuse.
In line with section 15 of the Children, Young Person and Their Families Act, any person in our school/kura who believes that any
child or young person has been, or is likely to be, harmed (whether physically, emotionally, or sexually) ill-treated, abused, neglected,
or deprived must follow school procedures and may also report the matter to a social worker or the local police.
Although ultimate accountability sits with the board, the board d
 elegates responsibility to the principal to ensure that all child safety
procedures are implemented and available to all staff, contractors, volunteers and parents. Therefore, the principal must:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Develop appropriate procedures to meet child safety requirements as required and appropriate to the school
Comply with relevant legislative requirements and responsibilities
Make this policy available on the school’s internet site or available on request
Ensure that every contract, or funding arrangement, that the school enters into requires the adoption of child protection
policies where required
Ensure the interests and protection of the child are paramount in all circumstances
Recognise the rights of family/whanau to participate in the decision-making about their children
Ensure that all staff are able to identify the signs and symptoms of potential abuse and neglect, deal with disclosures by
children and allegations against staff members and are able to take appropriate action in response
Support all staff to work in accordance with this policy, to work with partner agencies and organisations to ensure child
protection policies are understood and implemented
Promote a culture where staff feel confident they can constructively challenge poor practice or raise issues of concern without
fear of reprisal

10. Consult, discuss and share relevant information, in line with our commitment to confidentiality and information sharing
protocols, in a timely way regarding any concerns about an individual child with the board or designated person
11. Seek advice as necessary from NZSTA advisors on employment matters and other relevant agencies where child safety
issues arise
12. Make available professional development, resources and/or advice to ensure all staff can carry out their roles in terms of this
policy
13. Ensure that this policy forms part of the initial staff induction programme for each staff member
Sub Sections Following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Guidelines
Reporting Steps
Interview Guidelines
Safety Checks
On Site Safety Checks
Review Schedule
Related Documentation
Appendix A - identifying child abuse

Guidelines:
1 The Board will facilitate training for all staff to help them to identify suspected abuse and/or neglect and to be able to respond
appropriately. Training needs will be identified and planned regularly in consultation with staff. All staff will have access to
CYF publications (Breaking the Cycle and Interagency Protocols for Child Abuse Management )
2 To assist with the implementation of a training policy, the Principal will liaise with (NZCYF -Children, Youths and Families)
Oranga Tamariki and the New Zealand Police.
3 Further support can be provided by:
i. Public health nurse
ii. Guidance counsellors
iii. RTLB ( Resource Teacher of Learning and Behaviour )
iv. Education psychologists attached to Special Educational Services (MOE)
v. School Personnel who can provide further assistance to students.

4

5
6
7
8

9

Schools are able to provide preventative education in their delivery of the Health and Physical Education national curriculum
statement. Students should have access to information about child abuse and appropriate responses to it through the relevant
parts of this curriculum. Eg: Kia Kaha, Keeping Ourselves Safe.
A staff member will be nominated as a safety advocate by/for the child or young person, as required.
Decisions about informing parents or caregivers will be made after consultation between the School and the statutory child
protection service called in by them.
Only OT and/or the Police have the statutory authority to investigate allegations of abuse
Providing the report is made in good faith, Section 16 of the Children, Young Persons and the families Act 1989 protects the
person who reports from civil, criminal or disciplinary proceedings regarding reporting suspected child abuse. This only
applies to reports made to the Police or OT.
When a third party approaches the school with a concern about a child, they should be directed to OT

Reporting Steps
1.
If the child or young person is in danger or unsafe, act immediately to secure their safety.
2.
Listen to the child or young person and reassure them but do not make promises or commitments you cannot keep.
3.
Ensure that any information or disclosures by the child or young person are written down and check that comments and
events surrounding the concern have also been recorded (factual only, any opinion to be clearly stated as such).
4.
Ensure that the child or young person has a responsible adult supporting them through this process and that the support role
is clearly defined.
5.
Do not formally interview the child or young person. Obtain only necessary relevant facts if and when clarification is needed.
6
Inform the Principal (However anyone can report suspected child abuse to the Police or OT Services but it is strongly
recommended that staff members advise the Principal that is what they are doing)
7
The Principal ensures notification to OT or the Police. Await further contact before taking any action.
8
After making sure the referral has gone to OT or the Police, get support for yourself from appropriate persons if needed.
Interview guidelines
1. While the law does not require a OT social worker or the Police to have consent from a parent to interview a child re possible
neglect or abuse, they generally try to obtain consent before the child is interviewed. The best interest of the child shall
determine the most appropriate approach, this decision is to be made by the principal with advice.
2. Consent of school management is required before a child can be interviewed at school. However the school has a right to deny
access to the child if parental permission has not been obtained. A warrant from the court gives authority to proceed with the
interview and if necessary, take the child out of school for the interview.
3. Where a child is interviewed at school the normal procedure is for a staff member to be present
4. Where the staff or board are required to provide information they are obliged to do so.

5. Where parents of others involved in a complaint use the Privacy Act 1993 to request information provided by the child to the
school, the school must give due consideration to the safety of the child if the information is disclosed. If the safety of the child is
compromised the school do not have to give it.
Safety Checks.
Safety checks are completed to help reduce the risk of harm to children.
Safety Checks are for all employees, engaged contractors, volunteers, training teachers.
Employees: person of any age employed to work for the school.
Engaged: person contracted to work for the school, usually by the school’s BOT either through the principal or another staff member.
Volunteer: person working with children, possibly in an unsupervised way. Eg camp help, coach, extra curricular activity, music
tutors.
Training Teacher: confirm if teacher trainee has been checked by their tertiary education organisation. If not then will need to be
police vetted.
Other: any person who is likely to be in contact with children in an unsupervised way. Supervision by vetted staff member.
● In case of transport volunteer: No Police Vet required IF:
- a parent known to the teacher (identity confirmed),
- no child other than their own is in the car alone,
- driver has no security issues (ie identity issues, previous convictions, concerning references, or poses any other risk)
On Site Safety Checks.
●
●
●
●

All visitors to sign in at the office
Photo ID may be required
Staff risk assessment made - office staff, principal, teachers
Regular review of children at risk at staff level meetings, and review of Child Protection Policy at least every 3 yrs.

Review schedule:
Date Created:

May 2016

Last Review:

March 2017

Review Notes to carry forward:
-

Requires staff (including support staff review, awareness)
To BOT for review and adoption, minuted
Promulgation to families, wider community, other stake holders
Professional development from Police around - broad aims of Vulnerable Children Act 2014, how staff can conduct effective
risk assessments of known and unknown people, identification of abuse and next step actions, current community issues in
VCA context.

Related documentation and information
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Little River School’s Health and Safety Policy statement
NZ Police Children Protection Team http://www.police.govt.nz/about-us/structure/teams-units/puawaitahi
Further information including frequently asked questions (FAQ’s) are available on the NZSTA website www.nzsta.org.nz
Ministry of Education website www.education.govt.nz
Education Council code of ethics: https://educationcouncil.org.nz/content/code-of-ethics-certificated-teachers-0
Vulnerable Children Act 2014
Further information and sample child protection templates are available in the Children’s Action Plan guideline Safer
Organisations, Safer Children:
http://www.childrensactionplan.govt.nz/assets/CAP-Uploads/childrens-workforce/Safer-Organisations-safer-children.pdf

APPENDIX A
Indicators of child abuse are:
1. Physical Neglect
The child is not given proper food, clothing, shelter, medical attention or supervision to the extent that there is serious risk to health and/or
safety of that child
2.

Emotional Neglect (This is very hard to define and detect).
It is often the case that the child is only ever criticised, always told that it is stupid, naughty or the cause of all the family’s problems.

3. Physical Abuse
Where injuries are not caused by accident
4. Sexual Abuse
This includes all situations where a parent, caregiver or other person involves a child in sexual activity. This can range from touching
through to penetration or even the death of the victim.
Indicators of sexual abuse in a child are:
➢ Physical injury
➢ Signs of physical illness, possibly related to genital or urinary functions, headaches or upset stomach
➢ Becomes unusually fussy
➢ Washes frequently
➢ Refuses her/his favourite food; or an older child may suddenly refuse food
➢ An unusual fear of strangers
➢ Sudden extreme shyness
➢ Lack of enjoyment of favoured pastimes, TV programmes and activities
➢ Clinging to parents or extreme fear of being left alone
➢ Difficulty going to sleep
➢ Sudden fear of the dark
➢ Nightmares
➢ Bedwetting
➢ Return to earlier forms of behaviour or skills
➢ Changes in school behaviour
➢ Loss of child’s sense of security
➢ Unable to adjust to the normal schedule
➢ Showing loss of memory, sometimes appearing preoccupied or troubled
➢ Depression
➢ Advanced sexual behaviour
➢ Acting out the sexual abuse with playmates
➢ Suicidal tendencies
➢ Alcohol and drug abuse
➢ Running away
➢ Increased irritability and angry outbursts
➢ Pseudo-maturity, taking over parental responsibilities (usually associated with incest).
➢ Prostitution
Ref: NZCYPS, 1996 "BREAKING THE CYCLE - Interagency Protocols for Child Abuse Management"

Schools Flow Chart of Action

NB
➢ All actions of the Board must be consistent and in line with the Collective Employment Agreement or Individual Employment
Agreement
➢ Boards should take care to ensure action taken by the school does not undermine or frustrate any investigation being conducted
by any agency
➢ It is strongly recommended that the Board maintains a close liaison with OT and the Police

CHILD ABUSE: TEACHER PROTOCOLS
Teachers will use the following procedures to help identify children possibly at risk:
1. Individual notes are kept on all children identified as ‘at risk’ by the class teacher. These will include observations on social
development.
2. Keeping in mind children’s welfare is paramount. Parents may be consulted about changes in behaviour to try to identify a
reason. It may be caused by a change in the family’s home circumstances.
3. Where a teacher is concerned about a child they may discuss/consult their concerns with the principal. If further investigation
or action is felt necessary, it will be at the discretion of the Principal. Incidents are to be documented.
4. All information/discussions will be confidential to the staff involved.
5. Where further action is necessary the Principal will contact the appropriate agency and seek advice on the appropriate action.
6. Once an agency has been involved, that agency and where appropriate, the Police, will investigate and the school will act on
the advice from those agencies.
7. Whenever an interview is held with a child, a staff member or an appropriate adult whom the child has trust, must be present,
the welfare of the child must be first priority and wherever that is compromised the interview must be terminated. Any staff
members attending such interview will have the ability to make this judgment.
8. Support for staff and the child concerned will be sought from the agency involved

COMPLAINTS AGAINST STAFF
INVOLVING SEXUAL ABUSE PROCEDURE
Once a helping agency is involved, i.e. Step 6, the following procedures will be followed and will be in line with those set out in the
Teachers Collective Employment, re Complaints Against Teachers.
1. The Principal/Deputy Principal will inform the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
2. Both will then inform the staff member who will be advised to seek legal and/or union representation, and be encouraged to
seek personal professional support.
3. The school will inform the union
4. The staff member will be suspended on full pay once an investigation has begun. In line with Section 2.21g of the teachers
Collective Contract. At this stage the rest of the staff will be informed. The MOE must also be notified at this stage.

HARASSMENT PROCEDURE
In the event of harassment the complainant may approach:
1

The staff elected EEO person or a colleague with whom they feel comfortable and can trust

2

An NZEI staff liaison officer, counsellor or field officer or

3

In case of student, any staff member

4

The complainant should document the case with the assistance of the supporting person or persons.

5

The alleged harasser should be informed and given a chance to reply to allegations. They may also request the support of
another adult. An independent person will facilitate a meeting or the Principal to discuss what further action will be taken.

6

If the complainant decides that further action should be taken, the alleged harasser should be informed and a decision made to
lay a complaint through one of the following avenues:
● The Principal and/or The Board of Trustees (Principal CEC)

● Personal Grievance through an Industrial Advocate or an NZEI Field Officer (Teacher CEC)
● Human Rights Commission through a NZEI Field officer
7

Complainant should be supported and notified of the availability of guidance and counselling

SEXUAL HARASSMENT PROCEDURE
Sexual Harassment is not acceptable in the School and the Principal and/or the Board of Trustees needs to consider complaints of this
nature, sympathetically and seriously so that the person making the complaint is not subjected to victimisation. To fulfill the legal
requirements under Section 33 of the Human Rights Commission Act 1997 all persons within the school environment need to feel
safe. Sexual harassment "takes away from the employee equal employment opportunities, by creating a work environment in which
that employee's ability is impaired" (Section 15, Human Rights Commission Act).
Guidelines
1 Sexual harassment is verbal or physical behaviour of a sexual nature at school which is unwelcome, unacceptable or offensive
to the receiver and might reasonably be considered so.
2

The Board will ensure that all members of the school community are informed of the nature and implications of sexual
harassment and will act to reduce the risk of its occurrence. Children will also be exposed to the meaning and implications of
sexual harassment through the delivery of the Health curriculum

3

In the case of alleged sexual harassment by a staff member the person should talk to an appropriate adult that they trust:
● A colleague with whom they feel comfortable and can trust
● The School EEO representative
● An NZEI Staff Liaison Officer, Counselor or Field Officer
● The School Principal
A complaint in writing about the incident must be made to the Principal or Chairperson.

4

In the case of alleged sexual harassment by students, the staff member should immediately inform the principal.

5

Where a student has been sexually harassed the complainant may approach:
●
A teacher or other staff member
●
Parent

6

The complaint shall be submitted as soon as possible after the occurrence so as to enable the Principal or the Chairperson to
remedy the complaint rapidly and as near as possible to the point of origin. In the case of a complaint by a student the
supporting adult should document the episode as soon as possible.

7

On receipt of a complaint of alleged sexual harassment the Principal or the Chairperson shall inquire into the facts (Includes
informing person accused of harassment as per Harassment Procedure). If satisfied that such an incident has taken place,
he/she shall take whatever steps are practical to prevent any repetition of such behaviour. The person responsible for sexual

harassment should be informed in writing that such behaviour is unacceptable and must stop. Assurances should be sought
that the behaviour will stop and that an apology must be made.
8

Any apology must be made in writing. Assurances should be sought that the behaviour will stop and appropriate professional
support offered to allow this to happen.

9

Staff members have the right to consult with their union representatives or another staff member before, and during the making
of a complaint of sexual harassment.

10 If the complainant is not satisfied that the complaint concerning sexual harassment has been dealt with adequately they have
the right to appeal to the Board of Trustees or to submit a “personal grievance” as set out in the relevant awards.
11 A support group consisting of at least one staff representative and at least one Board member will be established.
12 The people involved in the complaint process should have their roles clearly defined. They should be given the resources and
training to carry out their role effectively.
13 The role of the support group may include the following :
o To advise a complainant on possible courses of action
o To counsel and support the complainant
o To ensure correct procedures are followed
o To monitor the school environment
o To carry out the education of the school community
14 In the event of sexual harassment, the complainant may approach the school support group/person.
15 No one will be required to make a complaint unless they want to
16 If appropriate the complainant should be advised to contact their union
17 The case should be documented by the complainant with the assistance of the support person(s)
18 Following the submission of the written complaint, a committee of the Board of Trustees will investigate the complaint
according to the relevant employment contract and/or discipline and/or complaints policy. Complete records should be kept.
19 Measures must be taken to ensure victimization of the complainant does not occur. Ongoing monitoring will be necessary.
Care must also be taken to protect the position of other parties if the complaint is found to be unwarranted.

20 Depending upon the individual circumstances of the case, the Board will determine the appropriate action to take, should a
case of sexual harassment be found.
21 This may include the person responsible for the action being confronted and informed that the behaviour is unacceptable and
must stop. In this case, assurances will be sought that an apology will be made, the behaviour will stop and that appropriate
professional support offered will be accessed.
22 This may also include a formal warning process being entered into and followed. Continuing instances of such behaviour
could subsequently result in termination of employment.
23 The complainant shall be advised on their right to use the relevant personal grievance procedures where the employee believes
that the board or principal has not taken whatever steps are practicable to prevent the repetition of the sexual harassment as
defined above.
24 All complaints will be treated sensitively, and with complete confidentiality by the Board of Trustees and the Principal.
25 Nothing in this policy prevents instant dismissal in the case of serious misconduct.
Other document relating to this policy include:

Employment Contracts Act 1991
Human Rights Act 1993
Crimes Act
School Complaints Procedure
School Health Programme
School Abuse Policy
Employment Agreements as they apply to Staff at School

SMOKEFREE PROCEDURE
This procedure is our undertaking to comply with the Smoke-Free Environment Act 1990 (Reprint as at 1 February, 2005) for the
purposes of:
● Providing a good role model for the people in our School
● Ensuring a safe and healthy environment for all pupils and staff
Guidelines
1. Smoking is not permitted anywhere, at any time on the school grounds including classrooms, library, toilets, play
areas or school pool enclosure (School grounds are further defined as including vehicles transporting children for
school event.)
2. A unit on the effects of smoking will be part of the Health Curriculum. Use of the Life Education Trust Programmes
will be incorporated where appropriate
3. The Principal may at his or her discretion, and after consultation with other staff designate a smoking area that does not
compromise 1 or 2.
4. Notices will be displayed in all classrooms, staff-room, school entrance way informing everyone of Little River
School’s Smokefree Procedure.
5. All employees will be given an updated Smokefree Procedure following its yearly review
6. All prospective employees will receive a copy of the Smokefree Procedure
7. All complaints regarding smoking will be investigated by the Board of Trustees within 20 working days following the
procedure laid down in the Smoke Free Environment Act 1990
8. This procedure will be reviewed annually.

To be Annually Reviewed

Little River School. Behaviour Support Procedure.
Being Respectful and Putting Things Right.
●
●

Refer to Education Act (Physical Restraint) 2017 h
 ttps://goo.gl/EosNuR
LRS procedure for De-escalation and use of Restraint

Belief Statement.
We believe that schools are places where mistakes are often made as part of the learning process. For young people to be successful
and to develop the resilience to overcome the setbacks in life, they must believe that we care about them and have confidence in their
ability to resolve problems.
Strong teaching and learning relationships support the restorative process and create a climate where mistakes are resolved quickly,
naturally and relationships are repaired to the benefit of their learning.
We believe punitive discipline does not focus on learning, but blind compliance, blame, power and prescribed punishments. We do not
think that this type of behavioural culture supports all young people as they learn to make important decisions for themselves, that it
contradicts many of the values we encourage and cannot support the positive healthy social development that we want for all of our
young people.
Manaakitanga – Culture of Care. – Relating to Others.

Guidelines for School. (The LRS Way)
Respect Rules.
Restorative practice, has an emphasis on relationships and requires that at school we attend to all aspects of the school culture and
organization to develop a range of relational practices that help prevent incidents of inappropriate behaviour from arising in the first
place.
At Little River School our Four Respect Rules are formulated between each teacher and their
class at the beginning of the year to establish the Respect Values that underpin the
relationships that we desire in our classrooms, school and personal interactions.

Each of the Respect Rules is defined by the pupils and written up in their language.
They are re-visited on a regular basis.
From the beginning of 2012 classes made use of the revised Respect Poster to make these relationship rules more explicit and
recorded in children’s words.
Often the definitions get used when resolving problems between pupils and this helps to develop the relational thinking expected from
respectful pupils as they mature and interact at a higher level of social competence.
Playground Duty.
Our concept of ‘Duty’ is seen as more a time to build relationships.
Teachers have this opportunity to engage with pupils from across the school, to catch up with what they’re doing, their thoughts about
current events and to converse with a range of pupils from across the school.
From the new entrant who is so excited about their first full day at school to the year 8 pupil who has begun to realise that they are
nearing the end of their primary school career.
Playtime is often the overlooked time for learning the subtle social competencies that help children fit in, enjoy the company of others,
respect the rules of a game, create imaginative activities and cooperate with new discoveries.
Playground duty is a time for prevention by helping pupils to reflect on the value of respect when resolving issues using the
Restorative Conversations.
Playground duty needs a new name! It’s not about keeping an eye out for the child doing wrong, more keeping an ear open for the way
children are interacting. They should be putting into practice what we’ve taught them about respect, valuing each other and working
out problems with thought.
Teamwork. Teacher and Parent.
We have made the commitment of making ‘face to face’ ‘kanohi ki te kanohi’ communication a primary mode of communication with
our families.
A solid relationship between home and school leads to successful outcomes for our pupils and when parents and teachers have
effective relationships a greater understanding exists about each others roles in the educational aims for the children.
A face to face relationship is fundamental to honest communication, trust and mutual respect. We hold this expectation of our pupils
and a strong relationship with our families will insure success for our teaching and learning as well as our parent community feeling
more included and knowledgeable about our school curriculum and culture.

Whanaungatanga – school – home relationships – managing self.
School Wide.
Restorative thinking = playground duty viewed as time to build relationships with pupils across the school, use of restore bookmark
and restorative chat for issues, guide children’s problem solving attempts, prevention through questioning, (eg: a pupil complains to
you about being excluded from a game. Go with the pupil to those involved in the game to clarify what was said, what was acted/done
and what was intended. Was it exclusion or something else? What values were shown? What resolution can they come up with after
thinking about ‘respecting others’)
Duty time is also time for engagement with ‘monitored’ pupils (ie: pupils at risk, pupils with temporary needs, pupils with care plans)
The essence of Restorative Conversations. The conversation can take many forms, however the key principles remain the same:
1. Tell the story – what happened?
2. Explore the harm – who do you think has been effected? In what ways?
3. Repair the Harm – what needs to be done to put things right?
4. Move forward – How can we make sure this does not happen again?
Repairing the harm necessarily forces us to learn from the experience that has led to the conflict and examine our attitudes, beliefs and
behaviours that have contributed to it. This challenging mindset is where true culture change begins.
It is a process and attempts to short cut it only harms the process and the aim of long term sustained change. Individuals and groups
may have different abilities as far as resolving issues in a Restorative way. Some may have different values from home, peer group or
other beliefs.
Teach them, guide them and expect them to use the Respect Rules and Values when at school.

Tararitanga – Thinking.

Connection before Correction (Malta/Rich)
4.
Making plans and
affirming common
ground

1.
Meeting and building
relationships

3.
Exploring issues and
concerns

2.
Listening and hearing
stories

Classrooms.
Attention, Affection, Acceptance.

What happens in the classroom = Proactive relationship building.
This is the period where they get the chance to develop social and emotional skills and competence. A deeper understanding about
what the value of Respect means by exploring it’s definitions with the children’s own language and experiences.
When things go wrong between pupils, the resulting Restorative Process helps pupils to learn and improve their skills. They learn to
manage themselves, their relationships at a higher level than waiting to be told what is right or wrong.

Rangatiratanga – self determination, taking ownership. – Managing Self.

Restorative Practices.
The informal bottom of the pyramid approaches take less time
Are for smaller groups and are less severe.
As the need arises to move up the pyramid
more time, more people and
more serious resolutions eventuate.

Restorative Conversations or Restorative Chat.
Restorative Chat can take place or be facilitated between several groups in school.
pupil – pupil
student leader - pupil
teacher – pupil – pupil
teacher – pupil group
staff-staff
teacher pupil – parent/s – pupil
Principal/Deputy – pupil - parent/s
Principal/Deputy – staff
Looking After Yourself.
Facilitating a conference is not for the faint hearted. It takes a firm commitment to the ideals of Restorative Justice, the appropriate
skills and impeccable preparation.
Your toughest challenge will come from those who know and expect a punitive approach.
Working with a colleague can help and provide support throughout the process.

Community.
What we do and the way we do things does impact on our wider community. The perception of our school may rest on small things
that have taken a lot of work to sustain.
The understanding about the holistic approach to working in restorative ways will need to be spoken about regularly to parents,
families and groups.
Real examples of the benefits of working restoratively need to be celebrated and acknowledged as learning for life.
Progress on our journey also needs to be reflected on and celebrated.
What are we capable of achieving now that we couldn’t before? What social competencies do we have now that we didn’t have
before? What new opportunities are open for us now? What are our future aims?

Whaiwahitanga – Participating and Contributing.
Our School’s Journey.
Objective

Outcome

2009 – A New School Curriculum.
The principles and values at the base of our new curriculum expects
children to think for themselves, act responsibly and show respect for
shared rules and attitudes.
2009 – Relationships.
Building strong and productive relationships is the foundation to effective
teaching and learning in our curriculum.
2010 – Analysis of what we have.
We made use of our RTLB to review our current behaviour management
system, facilitate staff analysis of what worked to promote quality
relationships.
2010 – Positive Behaviour.
We are fortunate to be in a situation where misbehaviour in our school and
classrooms is not serious. We felt we had an excellent opportunity to grow a
culture of positive attitudes.
2010 – What do we Want?
We wanted a school where the children could think and act for themselves
and based their actions on desired principles and values, leading to positive
outcomes for all, both academically and socially.
2010 – Restorative Schools
Little River and Akaroa Area School staff combine for a professional
development day to learn about Restorative Schools with Greg and Rich.
2011 – Embedding Restorative Practice.
Teachers began their school year with negotiated class agreements and
used Respect as basis for school and class rules.
2011 – Open Night for Parents.
As part of an Open Night, parents were introduced to the basics of
Restorative Practice. Follow up information was placed in our school
newsletters.
2011 – Teamwork with RTLB.
Making change has become a project with the ongoing support of the RTLB.
2011 – Behaviour Register.
A digital register is developed to record instances of misbehaviour and track
restorative solutions. A draft log is trailed.
2011 – Student Voice.
RTLB surveys what students think about behaviour in their class and school.

Social education for the 21s century. Pupils are treated fairly and
expectations are raised.
School culture improves. Less inequality, less bullying and more
opportunity for all pupils.
Our processes and beliefs are updated. We have a chance to
design what we need and believe will work in our classes and
school.
We get a chance to look forward to the school culture we desire.

We grow a culture that has greater trust and responsibility. Is more
human and allows for learning mistakes. We have the opportunity
to spend less time and resource on managing behaviours that stifle
learning or create barriers for some pupils.
We develop some common themes across the peninsula schools.
We share ideas and strategies across the two largest primary
schools on the peninsula.
Restorative words are used frequently and used to reference
behaviour against.
Our parents are informed and begin their journey. Parents have the
chance to gather more information about Restore.
Information from other schools implementing change in behaviour
management systems is shared.
Instances where Restorative conversations have been used are
recorded.
We hear what the pupils think.

2011 – Review Behaviour Procedures.
Time for another look at what we do, want to do and what the procedures
says.
2012 – Respect Rules.
Poster templates are created and used to establish class rules as defined by
the class.
2012 – a Restorative Procedure.
The replacement for the previous behaviour management procedure is
started.

Time for updating what we do with what procedures say we do.

2012 – PD in Conferencing.
Rich with RTLB takes staff through the process for running Restorative
conferences and reviews Restorative Schools knowledge.
2013 – Restore Procedure Competed.
The procedure to guide restorative practice in the school is integrated into
the curriculum and operations handbook.
2013 – Parent survey.
Particular questions put to gain feedback from parents about knowledge and
success of Restore from their perspective.
2013 – Peer Restorers.
Pupils with class groups who are showing skills in Restorative practice are
trained to make use of Restorative Chat to resolve minor problems amongst
peers.

Staff knowledge is refreshed in Restorative practice and are trained
in how to facilitate a restorative conversation.

2013 – Student Voice.
RTLB re-surveys students about Restorative Practice in the school.
2014-2016 - move start of year Respect Rules to Respect Values
2017 - development of new Digital Citizenship Responsible Use Agreements
- including Restorative process for processing breaches.

Classroom displays show pupil’s thinking and act as a behavioural
reminder/contract.
The difficult process of changing a punitive behaviour management
system into a guide for restorative practice is begun. RTLB support
and resources are used.

The procedure for Restore is reviewed by staff before going to BOT
for review. Links between the procedure and school culture support
the positive direction of our curriculum document.
Survey responses to particular restore framed questions are used
to review procedure. Other related questions may also have an
impact on procedure for restorative practice.
Class peer groups have another support for putting things right.
Teachers have another window into pupil relationships and status
of school culture. Small issues are dealt with quickly. Pupils learn
responsibility for sorting out mistakes between themselves. Social
maturity improves.
Staff get another insight into what Restore means for our pupils.
Remnants of the ‘old culture’ is recognised and removed.
Planning for the future may be based on survey results.
As pupils move through the school, they progress to higher level
understanding of Rules as Values and how to modify
behaviours/resolutions for any given situation.
Misuse of ICT devices at school viewed as learning opportunity, as
students discover their online identity.
Staff misuse treated as professional discipline issue under school,
law and Education Council policies.

References.
Restorative Practices in Schools: Rethinking Behaviour Management.
Margaret Thorsborne and David Vinegrad
The Challenge of Culture Change: Embedding Restorative Practice in Schools.
Peta Blood/Margaret Thorsborne. 2005.
http://www.restorativeschools.org.nz/
Rich Malta and Greg Jansen.
Restorative Solutions For Schools.
Jude Moxon, Catherine Skudder and Jim Peters. 2006.
Growing a Learning Community through Restorative Practice.
Tim Mooney – sabbatical report 2009.

Resources.
Held in Teacher folder file – ‘Restorative Resources’
Shared Google file Restorative Resources
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Margaret Thorsborne - How restorative am I questions.
What Ifs?
Facilitator Checklist.
Conference Script.
Conference Evaluation Sheet.
Case Studies.
Restorative Thinking Plan
Student Self Monitoring Sheet
Responses to common concerns
LRS Reflection Page
Restorative Approaches (2012 PD handbook)
Tim Mooney – types of Restorative practice.
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 De-Escalation and Use of Physical Restraint.

Refer to Ministry Rules https://goo.gl/EosNuR
The Board, Staff, pupils and wider community expect Little River School to be a safe place for all.
Should the situation arise of behaviour that is extraordinary and not able to be resolved with usual practices the following guidelines and practice
is to be employed.
De-escalation.
Essentially this is focused on the responders taking actions that reduce the intensity of the situation, remove people to safety and call for help.
Techniques for de-escalation do need to be learnt by staff and pupils. The school with MOE advice will encourage training and regular review of
practices.
The School’s Behaviour Support Procedure has a Restorative Practice focus which supports the development of relationships, these relationships
will enable staff and peers to be more capable reading situations and acting in ways that de-escalate.
Refer the Ministry of Education’s ‘Understanding Behaviour and Responding Safely flow chart.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz8iE2Wy6Yn9czYwMEo0eVhKWW8

Restraint. https://goo.gl/yV7GdK
Guiding Principles
These guidelines supplement the Act and rules and provide a resource to assist principals and boards, and to support staff to safely manage
potentially dangerous behaviour where the safety of students, staff, or any other person is threatened.
There are some fundamental principles on which the guidelines are built.
Principle 1: Physical restraint is a serious intervention. These guidelines aim to minimise the use of physical restraint.
Principle 2: If there is an alternative to physically restraining a student, use the alternative.

Principle 3: All schools are required to provide a safe physical and emotional environment for students and staff. Parents, students and the public
have a legitimate expectation that the school environment will be a safe environment that supports learning.
Principle 4: The Education Act 1989 provides for the circumstances when teachers and authorised staff members may physically restrain a student.
In exercising these powers, teachers and authorised staff members must act reasonably and proportionately in the circumstances to achieve a safe
environment for students and staff.
Principle 5: Students’ rights are protected under the Bill of Rights Act 1990.
Legislation
What is physical restraint?
The Act defines physical restraint as using physical force to prevent, restrict, or subdue the movement of a student’s body or part of the student’s
body.
Who can use physical restraint in schools?
Physical restraint can only be used by teachers or authorised staff members. Teachers are people employed in a teaching position at a school. This
includes a person with a Limited Authority to Teach, and a relief teacher employed by the employer (e.g. board of trustees, sponsor or manager).
All teachers are automatically authorised to act under the legislation.
Authorised staff members are employees of a school authorised by their employer to use physical restraint.
When can physical restraint be used in schools?
The Act limits the use of physical restraint by teachers or authorised staff members in schools to situations where:
» the teacher or staff member reasonably believes that the safety of the student or of any other person is at serious and imminent risk; and
» the restraint used is reasonable and proportionate in the circumstances.
How does the legal framework for physical restraint work?
Physical restraint is now regulated via a combination of the Act, the rules and statutory guidelines. It is a legal requirement for schools to:
» comply with the Act and rules
» have regard to the guidelines. The legislation and rules set out what schools must do. The guidelines outline good practice in using physical
restraint, and monitoring and reporting on the use of physical restraint. By following the Act, the rules and the guidelines when using physical
restraint, a teacher or authorised staff member will minimise their risk of injuring a student or being hurt themselves, and mitigate their risk of
legal liability.
What does the legislation say?
Section 139 AC limits the use of physical restraint in schools.
When does the legislation come into effect?
The legislation applies from 19 May 2017. Seclusion The Act bans the use of seclusion in schools and early childhood services including ngā
kōhanga reo. More information about seclusion can be found on the Ministry of Education website:
https://education.govt.nz/school/managing-and-supporting-students/

Good practice guidance
Student and staff wellbeing come first
Physical restraint affects the wellbeing of both the student and the staff member who applies it.
It is associated with injury and increased emotional trauma to them both.
These guidelines focus on staff and student safety and wellbeing. They provide staff with generic techniques for preventing and de-escalating
potentially dangerous situations.
For more information schools can request the Understanding Behaviour – Responding Safely training.
Identifying when you may need to apply physical restraint
Use physical restraint only where safety is at a serious and imminent risk
Physical restraint is a serious intervention.
The emotional and physical impact on the student being restrained and the person doing the restraining can be significant.
There are legal and reputational risks if a student is harmed.
The first aim should be to avoid needing to use physical restraint.
Use preventative and de-escalation techniques to reduce the risk of injury.
Use physical restraint only when:
The teacher or authorised staff member reasonably believes that the safety of the student or of any other person is at serious and imminent risk.
The physical restraint response must be reasonable and proportionate in the circumstances:
» Use the minimum force necessary to respond to the serious and imminent risk to safety.
» Use physical restraint only for as long as is needed to ensure the safety of everyone involved.
What is serious and imminent risk to safety?
The physical restraint provisions are intended to deal with the upper end of the spectrum of situations where teachers and authorised staff members
have physical contact with a student. It is clear that, in these situations, the restraint is in response to a serious and imminent risk to safety.
Teachers and authorised staff members will need to use their professional judgement to decide what constitutes “a serious and imminent risk to
safety”.
These situations are examples.
» A student is moving in with a weapon, or something that could be used as a weapon, and is clearly intent on using violence towards another
person.
» A student is physically attacking another person, or is about to.
» A student is throwing furniture, computers, or breaking glass close to others who would be injured if hit.
» A student is putting themselves in danger, for example running onto a road or trying to harm themselves.

These examples do not pose a serious and imminent risk to safety
Avoid using physical restraint to manage behaviour in these situations:
» to respond to behaviour that is disrupting the classroom but not putting anyone in danger of being hurt
» for refusal to comply with an adult’s request
» to respond to verbal threats
» to stop a student who is trying to leave the classroom or school without permission
» as coercion, discipline or punishment
» to stop a student who is damaging or removing property, unless there is a risk to safety.
Acceptable Physical Contact
Staff may need to physically support students. The following situations involving physical contact to support students happen in schools every
day:
» Temporary physical contact, such as an open hand on the arm, back or shoulders to remove a student from a situation to a safer place.
» Supporting a student to move them to another location, or help them to get in a vehicle or use the stairs.
» The practice of harness restraint, when keeping a student and others safe in a moving vehicle, or when recommended by a physiotherapist or
occupational therapist for safety or body positioning.
» Younger students, especially in their first year of school, sometimes need additional help. For example, you may “shepherd” a group of younger
students from one place to another.
» Staff may hold the hand of a young student who is happy to have their hand held for a short time.
» Staff may pick a student up to comfort them.
» Assisting a student with toileting, including changing a nappy.
Use preventative and de-escalation techniques first
The first aim is to avoid needing to use physical restraint.
Use the following strategies to prevent or de-escalate potentially dangerous behaviour.
These are general suggestions only.
Preventative techniques - Understand the student
» Get to know the student and identify potentially difficult times or situations that may be stressful or difficult for them.
» Identify the student’s personal signs of stress or unhappiness and intervene early.
» Monitor wider classroom/playground behaviour carefully for potential areas of conflict. Respect the student » Demonstrate a supportive
approach: “I’m here to help.”
» Be flexible in your responses: adapt what you’re doing to the demands of the situation.

» Be reasonable: a reasonable action, request or expectation deserves a reasonable response.
» Promote and accept compromise or negotiated solutions, while maintaining your authority.
» Take the student seriously and address issues quickly. Preserve the student’s dignity
» Address private or sensitive issues in private.
» Avoid the use of inappropriate humour such as sarcasm or mocking.
De-escalation techniques Safety first – create space and time
» Remove the audience – ask other students to take their work and move away.
» Give the student physical space.
» Name the emotion in a calm even voice: “You look really angry”, “I can see that you are very frustrated”… » Wait.
Communicate calmly
» Talk quietly, even when the person is loud.
» Try to remain calm and respectful.
» Monitor your own body language and allow the student the opportunity to move out of the situation with dignity.
» Focus on communicating respect and your desire to help.
» Keep verbal interactions respectful.
» When appropriate, give the student clear choices and/or directions to help them feel more secure and regain control.
Think ahead in case the situation escalates
» If escalation occurs, move further away.
» Make sure you have an exit plan.
» Constantly reassess the situation.
» Send for help if necessary.
What may escalate the behaviour
» Threatening the student.
» Arguing or interrupting.
» Contradicting what the student says – even if they are wrong.
» Challenging the student.
» Trying to shame the student or showing your disrespect for the student.

Guidance if you have to use physical restraint
What to do if prevention and de-escalation do not work
» Physical restraint should only be applied by teachers and authorised staff.

» There may be situations when an unauthorised staff member intervenes and physically restrains a student, for example when there are no
teachers or authorised staff nearby.
» The Education Act 1989 will not cover the intervention of an unauthorised staff member who physically restrains a student. There may be other
justifications for intervening available in legislation or common law that apply.
» If teachers and authorised staff members do not have the skills or confidence to safely restrain a student, call for help.
» Call the police when a student cannot be managed safely and the imminent danger to students, staff or themselves remains, after all alternatives
have been explored.
» All staff should be aware that physical restraint is a serious intervention to be used when no other, less severe, options are available.
Do not use these restraints
» Physical restraint that inhibits the student’s breathing, speaking or main method of communication, for example physical restraint that inhibits a
student’s ability to use sign language.
» Prone (face-down) physical restraint
» Pressure points and pain holds
» Tackling, sitting, lying or kneeling on a student
» Pressure on the chest or neck
» Hyperextension (bending back) of joints
» Headlocks
» Using force to take/drag a student, who is resisting, to another location
» Restraint when moving a student from one place to another – trying to get them into a van or taxi, for example – when they are in an escalated
state, as this may escalate them further.
Monitor well being throughout when applying physical restraint
» The physical and psychological state of the student being restrained should be continuously monitored by the person performing the restraint and
other people present.
» Apply physical restraint only for the minimum time necessary and stop as soon as the danger has passed.
» Monitor the physical and psychological well being of both the student and the staff member who applied the restraint for the rest of the school
day. Watch for shock, possible unnoticed injury and delayed effects.
Good practice following an incident involving physical restraint
After an incident involving physical restraint, take these steps to ensure everyone involved stays safe, future incidents can be prevented if possible,
the parents or caregivers know, and the incident is reported.
» Check the staff member and the student regularly to ensure they are not in shock. Support them as necessary.

» Tell the parents or caregivers the same day the incident occurred so they can monitor the student’s wellbeing at home. » If the student attends a
residential school, ensure the residential team manager is told, so the student’s wellbeing can be monitored after school.
Reflection
» Reflect formally on why the incident occurred that resulted in the student being restrained. Consider what might have prevented it, and what
might need to change to minimise the likelihood of it happening again.
» Consider whether all preventative and de-escalation strategies were used according to the Individual Behaviour Plan, if there is one, and whether
the restraint used was safe.
» Review the Individual Behaviour Plan and make decisions as a team about what needs to be strengthened to minimise the likelihood of a similar
incident.
Debriefing the incident
Debriefing staff
» Hold a debriefing session with involved staff, the Principal or Principal’s delegate, and another member of staff not involved in the physical
restraint incident. Hold it within two days of the incident.
» In the debriefing, focus on the incident, the lead-up to it, the different interventions used that were unsuccessful in de-escalating the behaviour,
and what could have been done differently.
» If Ministry or RTLB practitioners are part of the student’s team, involve them in the debriefing process.
» If the police were involved in the incident, invite them to participate in the debriefing session.
» Write notes on the debrief along with agreed next steps or actions.
Debriefing parents or caregivers
» Offer the parents or caregivers a separate debriefing as soon as practically possible, preferably within two days of the incident.
» At this meeting, give them the opportunity to discuss the incident. Invite them to become active partners in exploring alternatives to restraint. If
appropriate, involve the student in this debriefing session.
» Write notes from the debriefing along with next steps or actions.
Managing complaints from parents
» It is understandable that some parents may feel upset if their child has been physically restrained. All schools will have a policy on responding to
parent complaints.
» The school should also contact the local Ministry office if the complaint cannot be easily resolved. If further investigation is required then the
Ministry reserves the right to be a party to that process.
Promote the minimisation of physical restraint

The Principal or Principal’s delegate should be responsible for:
» promoting the goal of minimising the use of physical restraint through a focus on alternative strategies
» ensuring appropriate training is provided that aligns with the goal of minimising physical restraint in schools
» monitoring the use of physical restraint in the school (to include gathering and analysing information, identifying trends, and checking that
documentation about each incident is complete)
» collating information about physical restraint in a report and sharing data on physical restraint regularly with the Board of Trustees via the
Principal’s report at Board meetings – do this in a public-excluded session
» managing any complaints and feedback. Reporting and documenting the incident
» Staff must complete an incident report. Use the form attached as appendix 1 to these guidelines, or other suitable template.
» The staff members involved in the physical restraint should sign the incident report, as well as the Principal or Principal’s delegate.
» Put the completed forms on the student’s file, and make them available to the student’s teacher and parents or caregivers.
» All incidents of physical restraint must be reported to the Ministry of Education and the employer. This reporting contributes to the self-review
and monitoring process. Use the form attached as appendix 2 to these guidelines.
Individual Behaviour Plan
A student who regularly presents with high-risk behavior should have an Individual Behaviour Plan.
The student’s support team may agree to include physical restraint in the Individual Behaviour Plan as an emergency strategy for keeping people
safe.
Making this part of their plan ensures an individualised approach that is tailored to the student’s needs. The Individual Behaviour Plan should
outline the preventative and de-escalation strategies which, if successfully implemented, would prevent the need for physical restraint. It should
clearly state that physical restraint is only to be used when the student’s behaviour poses a serious and imminent risk to the safety of themselves or
others.
Training in safe responses For the whole school
A training package, Understanding Behaviour – Responding Safely (UBRS), has been developed for New Zealand schools. It includes a full-day
workshop for all staff and ongoing support afterwards. The training can be delivered in modules rather than a full day if this is a better option for
your school. The focus is on preventative and de-escalation techniques. Contact your local Ministry of Education office for information about this
training.
Reporting templates for physical restraint
https://goo.gl/yV7GdK
Refer to the Guidance for New Zealand Schools on Behaviour Management for notes and templates for forms used when reporting.

SUN PROTECTION PROCEDURES
This Procedure is part of Little River’s School commitment to provide a safe physical environment for its pupils through:
● The development of strategies which encourage responsible decision-making about skin protection
● Working towards a school environment which provides shade for students and staff.
● Encouragement of students to take responsibility for their own sun protection.
These procedures will apply during Terms 1&4. However, from the beginning of September UVR levels are increasing. Therefore sun protection should be used in September is
children are outdoors for extended periods eg sports days or camps.
During winter months is not usually needed except at high altitudes in highly reflective environments eg near water or snow.
Guidelines:
1. All children will be expected to wear hats and sunblock when involved in outdoor activities (playtime, lunchtime, sports trips, camps) during summer months (Term 1 &
4). These are provided in the first instance by our School Support Group.
2. Hats are compulsory. A strict NO HAT, Play in the shade rule will be enforced. Children will be encouraged to wear hats which protect the face, neck and ears while they
are outside.
3. The Board will consider shade provision in all future development of the grounds, particularly the provision of shade trees and or structures for the children to play under.
4. The school will incorporate sun education programmes into its curriculum at all levels each year.
5. The school will regularly reinforce the SunSmart School Procedure in a positive way through newsletters, parent meetings, student and teacher activities; such as
beginning of the year Respect Values with new classes, during EOTC planning and with whole school or Cluster event planning.
6. Resources to assist can be found at: http://www.sunsmartschools.co.nz/teachers/curriculum-resources
7. Broad spectrum water-resistant sunscreen will be made available to use during school hours (at least SPF 30+). Parents are encouraged to put sunscreen on their own
children.
8. When swimming, sunscreen will need to be reapplied before or after being in the pool. Swim tops are encouraged when swimming.
9. Appropriate clothing must be worn for sun protection, eg. shoulders must be covered.
10. Staff will be encouraged to act as role models by wearing appropriate hats and clothing for all summer outdoor activities, wearing sunscreen, as above and seeking
shade wherever possible.
11. Parents/guardians will be provided with information on our Sun Protection School Policy on enrolment.
12. Terms 1 and 4 lunch is eaten in the shade.
13. A sun exposure assessment will be included in the RAMS system for any EOTC activities.
14. Where practical outdoor events and activities will be scheduled in early morning or late afternoon to avoid peak UV periods, or held in areas with available shade natural or created.

Further advice and cross curricular teaching resources available from: http://www.sunsmartschools.co.nz/

Last review Nov 2017

HARMFUL SUBSTANCES PROCEDURES
The school runs and hosts social events from time to time when the consumption of alcohol on school property may be appropriate.
Alcohol will not be consumed on school property when the school is open for instruction. By following this procedure it will ensure
that the students of Little River School will feel safe in a drug free environment
Guidelines
1. Illegal drugs shall not be consumed or brought onto the school grounds.
2. Any person in possession of, or consuming illegal drugs will be reported to the police.
3. Alcohol is never to be consumed on school property whilst the school is open for instruction.
4. Alcohol and illegal drugs shall not be consumed by staff, parents or children whilst participating in Education Outside the
Classroom.
5. Alcohol may, with the prior approval of the Principal be consumed by staff and invited guests after 4pm when children are
unlikely to be present.
6. The Board may, following the receipt of a written application and on hearing personally from the applicant, give permission that
alcohol be consumed on school property for a specific event (In considering such a request the Board will take into account the
applicant’s implementation of ALAC’s guidelines for the safe use of alcohol and host responsibility).
7. Any breaches of this Policy by a staff member shall be referred to the Chairperson and/or the Board.
8. Any breaches of the Policy by a pupil shall be referred to the Principal for further action.
a. Any student caught using, possessing or under the influence of harmful drugs, alcohol or solvents at any time while under
the school’s jurisdiction will be referred to the principal and may be stood down. In all circumstances parents and
caregivers will be notified as well as appropriate authorities.
b. Any student caught smoking or possessing cigarettes, cigars, and/or tobacco, other synthetics or vapour devices while
under the school’s jurisdiction will be referred to the principal who will notify the parents in writing and suspension may
be considered in certain circumstances. A second offence will be considered as continual disobedience and may result in
suspension.
c. Any student caught in possession of or under the influence of any of the substances above will be given appropriate support
and guidance that will be negotiated with the family/guardian.
8. Any breaches of this policy by any other person will be considered on a case by case basis by the board.

Internet Safety Procedure - Digital Citizenship Policy
The Internet Safety Procedure and Digital Citizenship Policy have been developed to ensure the welfare and safety of children, young
people and staff when using the Internet and digital devices for teaching and learning.
A Digital Citizen.
Little River School believes in a Digital Citizenship model for supporting safe and responsible use of the internet in a teaching and learning context.
A vital part of fostering this culture is the support that is provided to students in their learning by the “Guides” around them. One of the most
important parts of this guidance is the modelling of good digital citizenship skills that young people observe in their day to day interactions.
Drawing from the Key Competencies and Values in the NZ Curriculum and the growing body of research knowledge, NetSafe has produced this
definition of a New Zealand Digital Citizen:
Little River School defines a successful digital citizen as an individual who;
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

is

a confident and capable user of ICT
technologies to participate in educational, cultural, and economic activities
uses and develops critical thinking skills in cyberspace
is literate in the language, symbols, and texts of digital technologies
is aware of ICT challenges and can manage them effectively
uses ICT to relate to others in positive, meaningful ways
demonstrates honesty and integrity in their use of ICT
respects the concepts of privacy and freedom of speech in a digital world
contributes and actively promotes the values of digital citizenship
uses

You can read more about Digital Citizenship in schools here: https://www.netsafe.org.nz/digital-citizenship-in-schools/

Digital Citizenship Policy
Rationale
Little River School supports a Digital Citizenship model for the promotion of safe and responsible use of technology.

The board recognises that by fostering a culture of successful digital citizenship in our students, staff and our wider community we are
encouraging everyone to take responsibility for themselves and others in their use of ICTs. This allows us to harness the potential that technology
brings to the teaching and learning process, while minimising and learning to effectively respond to the challenges we may experience while using
them in a learning context.
The board is aware that preparing our students to make effective use of ICTs is an important part of their preparation for participation and
contribution in society today and into the future.
It is our belief that we must prepare our students to actively participate in the world in which they live. It is clear that a key skill in this new world will
be their ability to participate as effective digital citizens. An important part of learning these skills is being given the chance to experience the
opportunities, and the challenges presented by technology in a safe, secure and nurturing environment, where clear, effective guidance can be
sought as students and teachers learn.
The board recognises that its obligations under the National Administration Guidelines extend to use of the internet and related technologies.

Policy
Little River School will develop and maintain procedures around the safe and responsible use of the internet and related technologies (ICTs).
These internet safety procedures will recognise the value of the technology and encourage its use in a teaching and learning context while helping
to minimise and manage the challenges that may be experienced by students, teachers and the wider school community.
The school will consult with parents and the wider school community, as to how it intends to use ICT and where possible explain how it benefits
the teaching and learning process.
These procedures will aim to not only maintain a safer school environment, but also aim to address the need of students and other members of the
school community to receive education about the safe and responsible use of information and communication technologies.
Date policy adopted by the Board:………………………………………………………………………………
Chairperson:
Date for review:

……………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………….

Real World Internet Safety.
Sustained technological and environmental changes mean that the concept of internet safety has fundamentally shifted since NetSafe last
released a policy template. It has become clear that safety is no longer an exercise in protecting people from dangers online or reducing
reputational risk for organisations like schools providing ICT services. Changes in the technology landscape mean that internet safety now plays a
direct role in the practices of a digitally literate population.
The National Administration Guideline 5 (NAG 5) charges schools with the responsibility for providing students with a safe emotional environment. Schools also
have a responsibility to prepare students for the future.
Learn, Guide Protect Model for Internet Safety.
Little River School has Adopted “Learn: Guide:Protect” model as promoted by NetSafe, which clearly delineates the approaches required to support the
development of digital citizenship in our young people.
The values and skills they are able to “LEARN”, the support they are given in this process by skilled “GUIDES” and the shaping of the environment around them
which ensures they are “PROTECTED” while they develop the required attributes to be a successful digital citizen. This link outlines skills pupils should aquire:
https://www.netsafe.org.nz/the-kit/framework-learn-guide-protect

Learn - Educating students to develop positive, ethical behaviour in cyberspace
At Little River School this means the school values of Respect apply to all circumstances where digital devices are used, be they school property
and networks or personal BYOD devices and accessible free wifi or cellular networks.
A Student and Staff Responsible Use Agreement is to be agreed to and signed to document understandings about their Digital Citizenship
Responsibilities.
Guide - Professional learning resources and lesson activities for educators to teach digital citizenry and to create a positive school culture of digital
citizenship.
At Little River School this means the school will provide and encourage the development of positive ICT skills and application for teaching and
learning. Digital Citizenship and ICT professional development will often be enhanced with internal collaboration, Cross cluster pd and through
other learning networks, real and virtual.
Protect - Technology, infrastructure, and school developed policy that supports the establishment of a safe and secure technology environment.
At Little River School this means the school will maintain a safe and secure environment with supportive management and advice from:

Ministry of Education (NZ Govt) NetSafe (NZ Govt advisors) Network for Learning (N4L fibre connection, filtering) Torque IP (network design)
Infratech (Google Apps for Education, device supplier, technicians) Banks Peninsula IT (local tech support)
Learning Architects (professional development Google trainer)

Learn, Guide Protect - Whole Community Approach.
https://www.netsafe.org.nz/the-kit/steps/step-4-actively-involve-the-whole-school-community
A whole school approach that involves all the stakeholders in the school community is most likely to produce cybersafety and support digital
citizenship.
Parents and Whanau working in partnership with pupils, teachers and other stakeholders can make a positive difference and promote safe use.
Through their:
- role modelling - reinforcing and practicing the skills, attitudes and values as taught in school and important for the family
- family negotiated boundaries and reasons for device use in the home
- infrastructure systems similar to school
- partnership approach between home and school could involve training in digital citizenship, cyber safety awareness or restorative justice
approach to working through problems
FAQ
? - As a parent, how can I learn more so I can help them?
NetSafe - Parenting - https://www.netsafe.org.nz/advice/parenting/
? - What is the first thing to teach students about when introducing the concept of Digital Citizenship?
At Little River School - make use of the 4 Respect Values our pupils live from their first day here to introduce the concept that when they’re using
ICT they are responsible for their safety, the safety of others they can see, known as well as those they don’t know who may connect to them
through the network. Being a good Digital Citizen is just like being a good person in the real world.
? - What happens when they intentionally misuse the internet or cause harm to themselves or others?
At Little River School an investigation will occur that involves the student, their teachers, their parents and any related data from the device or
network. A restorative justice process will decide on the consequences that relate to their misuse.
? - Where can I get help, so I know what they’re doing?
A good place to start is to talk with your child about their use and the reason they’re choosing to use ICT or a particular way of working. A child’s
teacher is a great contact person for more information, or the school’s ICT manager.
Parents of other children are also helpful.
Asking the dumb questions are important!

BUS TRANSPORT PROCEDURE
Two bus routes currently serve those eligible pupils, providing free and safe transport between home and school each day. In
line with Ministry policy, the school bus service is provided from the Ministry so that all eligible children can have free access
to education and not be disadvantaged because of distance or disability. This procedure is aimed at ensuring the safety of all
pupils through:
● The appointment of a School Bus Controller to maintain close liaison with parents, bus contractor and school
● Consultation with the Police Department regarding safety aspects of the bus route and operations
● Informing parents of conditions of the service and to keep them informed of any changes
● Providing the necessary reports to the government’s servicing contractor and Ministry of Education, as required
● Acknowledging that while government transport assistance is available and free to pupils, the final obligation rests with the
parents to provide transport.
Guidelines
1. Rules governing the overall operation of school buses are laid down by the Ministry of Education and will be adhered to at
all times.
2.

At present, School Transport (MOE) administers the service. The final decision regarding change, extensions etc, rests
with that office.

3.

Maintenance and safety checks are the responsibility of the Contractor who will ensure the bus will be fully certificated and
registered at all times.

4.

A Bus controller shall be named and be responsible for all organization pertaining to the use of the bus. This person shall be
entitled to the daily Bus Controller’s Allowance in accordance with the award.

5.

Relevant parts of the safety regulations will be brought to the attention of parents and pupils at regular intervals.

6.

Eligible pupils are those who are:
• Year 1-8 3.2km from school http://www.education.govt.nz/school/property-and-transport/transport/sta-eligibility/
•
At the beginning of each term, the bus driver and Bus Controller is to instruct the pupils on the Bus Code on Conduct and
bus emergency procedures.

8.

9.

The driver must ensure that all children are seated safely before the bus moves off. Children are to sit back in their seats
with no packs on their backs.

10.a) It is the responsibility of the driver to report any accident to the Police Department in the first instance and secondly to the
Principal, so that appropriate action can be taken to notify parents.
b) Any incidents on the bus that put the pupils’ safety at risk needs to be reported to the Bus Controller also.
11. All complaints regarding any aspect of the bus operation needs to follow the normal complaints process, which in this
instance will involve contacting the Bus Controller who at the present time is the Principal. Complaints from children are to
be directed to the Bus Controller.
12. Behaviour of Pupils on the Bus:
Although ultimate responsibility for disciplining pupils rests with the Principal, drivers are expected to control the
behaviour of the pupils traveling on the bus and maintain order. The Bus Code of Conduct outlines the expected behaviours
and steps to resolve issues. Appendix A.
Bus Code of Conduct
Bus Complaints
While the Board recognises in setting out this procedure that not all parties will be satisfied, a final and binding decision must be made
and accepted, so that the Board and the school can continue with the governance and management of the school and the education of
our children.
1. All issues are to be addressed to the Bus Controller, in the first instance. If the matter remains unresolved, the Principal shall ask
for the complaint to be put in writing, and process through the school’s complaints procedure.
N.B. Refer also to “General Road Safety Procedure” and “After School Care Procedure”

Appendix A

LITTLE RIVER SCHOOL
School Bus Code of Conduct.

This code of conduct is between ____________________________________________ (student name)
City Line Christchurch (school bus contractor) CityLine (Year 7-8 Technology bus) and Little River School.
The parent/caregiver and the student should ensure they have read and understood this document, which will be adhered to for the
safety of the bus driver and all the students traveling on the school bus.
______________________________(student name), agrees to abide by the behavioural expectations outlined below:
● When I am a seated passenger, I will remain in my seat for the whole journey.
● For seniors on the Technology bus, students will be allocated a seat.
● I will not eat on the bus without the driver’s permission.
● I will not throw anything inside or out of the bus.
● I will respect other students and their property at all times (this includes pushing, verbal or physical abuse, or any other behaviour that may
●
●
●
●

distract the driver or offend others.)
I will use socially acceptable language when conversing with the driver and other students and I will not speak at a volume that may
distract the driver.
I will respect the property of the bus operator at all times (ie, refrain from standing on seats, or vandalising the vehicle in any way.)
I will not engage in any behaviour that could put the driver or other students at risk.
I will follow the instructions of the bus driver and the school bus controller at all times.

The safety and comfort of everyone on the bus depends on a standard of behaviour and consideration for others that is expected in any classroom.
We ask that parents and caregivers will support the school in maintaining these standards of behaviour.
If this code of conduct is broken:
● The student will receive a verbal warning from the bus driver and /or the Bus Controller. (minor or first breach)

● For a serious misbehaviour the bus will be stopped at a safe place until order is restored and the Bus Controller notified.
● Parents will be informed by the Bus Controller.
● Instances of inappropriate behaviour may result in:
specified seating arrangements,
a daily reporting notebook between school, driver and home,
a 5 school day ban from the bus service,
a restorative justice process to put things right
This Code reflects the intent of the School Bus Transport Policy.
Agreement.
I agree to abide by the conditions of this contract and understand the consequences if I do not.
____________________________________ (signed – student passenger)
____________________________________ (signed – parent / caregiver)

________C. Couper___________________ ( Bus Controller / Principal)
last update Feb 2019.

GENERAL ROAD SAFETY PROCEDURE
reviewed 29/5/17
School Car Parking/Vehicles visiting School
1. The school’s vehicle entrances are to be kept clear at all times. This is to ensure that access for emergency vehicles is not
hindered.
2. Teachers may use the car parks around the domain driveway but must make sure that at all times access to the fire station is not
obstructed in any way.
3. Parents and visitors must park in the designated areas along the domain driveway and turn-around area. Temporary visitors or
delivery vehicles are able to park in the area at front of school along Western Valley Road.
4. Service vehicles are permitted in the school grounds during school hours, only with the permission /knowledge of the Principal
or Administration staff. All care and attention must prevail.
Walking
1. Children must keep to the side of the road facing oncoming traffic, preferably walking along the grass verges.
2. Children will be encouraged to walk in pairs rather than groups, well off the road’s edge.
3. All children to be given Road Safety guidelines based on Police Programmes, the correct way to walk on, cross roads etc. This
will be ongoing and regular.
4. Hi vis vests may be used when groups are walking along road ways to increase driver/walker awareness.
Cycling
1. The school promotes the New Zealand Police, Bikewise and the Land Transport Safety Authority recommendation that
children under the age of 10 years , who ride bikes to school should always be accompanied by an adult .
2. All children who ride bikes to school must wear an approved safety helmet . Failure to do so will mean that non-helmet
wearers will not be able to ride their bikes to school until such time that the Principal is satisfied that children will comply .
3. All children in Year 4/5/6/ will participate in the Police Programme “Riding By,” While children in Year 7/8 will do “ Out and
About.” In addition Road Safety reinforcement will occur in classroom programmes on an ongoing, regular basis.
Daily Bus Transportation to and from School.

“ School Transport - The Ministry of Education’s Guidelines on implementing , running and eligibility of transport to and from
school . https://education.govt.nz/school/running-a-school/using-school-transport/
1. All children will be issued with a bus pick up and drop off time schedule at the beginning of each year.
2. On arrival at school children alight from the bus and are to come straight into the school grounds .
3. In the afternoon the first bus run children line up in two lines (junior and senior) so that a bus roll can be taken either by the
bus controller (Principal) or bus monitor . The second bus run is called at 3.40 or after the first bus has gone.
4. The bus roll is to be kept at the office. The secretary is to record any messages from parents re bus arrangements in the day
book.
5. Parents need to inform the school by phone or note from a sibling before 12.30 if possible , any change of plans, especially if a
child is not travelling on the bus .
6. No bus child is to go home with another child unless the school has been notified.
7. Children must not board or alight a moving bus.
8. Children may wear their safety vest to and from school, especially if their bus stop is along a busy road.
9. When waiting for the bus children must wait well clear of the road. A parent or an older child should accompany younger
children.
10. When a child is dropped off on the opposite side of the road a parent must be present on the side the bus stops.
11. When seat belts are fitted in buses children must wear them at all times.
12. Children must remain seated while traveling on the bus with their packs off their backs.
13. Children must remain in their seats until the driver tells them to alight. Under no circumstances must a child get up from their
seats when the bus is moving.
14. All children are to receive instructions on how to use the emergency exit plus any other safety issues , on a regular basis . If
possible the Police are to be contacted to reinforce bus safety rules.
15. A Bus Code of Conduct is presented to all pupils using the school bus for transport to/from school as well as those traveling to
technology lessons each week. Failure to sign the code, does not remove the obligation of conduct for the passenger.
16. Senior students can be asked to act as bus monitors. They are responsible for
▪ Reporting any misconduct to the Principal/Bus Controller.
▪ In the case of an emergency, assist the driver by
i. Following the driver’s instructions
ii. Ensuring, if asked, to alight from the bus and move to a safe place
iii. Get help if necessary using the driver’s cell phone.
16 Cell phones will be carried on buses for emergencies only

17 When a child is absent please contact the driver or a family who is picked up early to pass a message on to the driver.
These procedures have been put in place for the safety of our children and our bus drivers. We have asked the drivers not to
drop off children on the opposite side of the road without a parent present. If for any reason you are unable to meet your
child/ren could you please contact the school to discuss this. Please discuss these procedures with your child/ren. If you have
any queries regarding these procedures please contact the Bus Controller.
Motor Vehicle Transport
1. All vehicles used to bring children to and from school should park in the designated areas. Domain side of the school, for rear
gate entrance. Parking on the other side of the road is not allowed.
2. No private vehicles are to come onto the school grounds unless there is a prior arrangement with the Principal/ Admin staff.
3. When private motor vehicles are used for school trips, each vehicle and driver must have;
o A current registration and warrant of fitness for the vehicle
o A current full driver’s licence
o A seat belt for each passenger in the car
School Trips
1. Children’s safety is paramount. Each of the above means of transportation should be considered carefully so that children in
our care travel safely.
2. On day school trips, adult to child ratio should be in accordance to EOTC recommendations (Refer to school’s procedure)
3. Before a day outdoor excursion some time should be spent on briefing parents or caregivers, on their role and responsibilities.
They should have a list of children they are responsible for, with written expectations. If appropriate the expected route,
stops, toilets, parking, where to meet, cell phone contact and what to do in case of accidents or emergencies.
4. A risk management form is to be completed for all school trips and signed by the Principal.
5. On school bus trips, one teacher must accompany each bus and ensure that all children are accounted for.
General
1. Should an accident or an emergency occur involving a child or children from the school, police will be notified after due
attention has been paid to the accident /emergency scene.
2. The Principal should be notified, who will then activate relevant procedures.
3. All media questions are to be referred to the Principal or Board response group. No unauthorised statements are to be
made.
4. Priorities given to Road Safety reflect the needs of the community.
5. If parents note any illegal or dangerous behaviour when travelling to and from school, action should include
o Speaking directly to the person
o Recording number plates informing the principal

o Informing the police

BEFORE and AFTER SCHOOL CARE PROCEDURE
Our School believes that all children requiring to wait after school until 3.30 pm are entitled to after school supervision. This
procedure determines who is responsible for children remaining at school and the safe transition between school and home.
Guidelines:
1.
Bus controller (at present, the Principal) is responsible for all children remaining at school until the last bus leaves.
2.

All children to leave the school grounds by the time the last bus leaves (approximately 3.25 pm), unless under parental care.
The bus controller is responsible for investigating the circumstances of any children remaining after the last bus leaves.
If the bus controller is unable to be present, a temporary stand in must be arranged (Deputy Principal)

3.

Parents are responsible for collecting their children from the bus stop. Parents to liaise with the bus controller (who will
inform the bus driver) as to alternative arrangements, i.e. should they not be able to meet their children off the bus on time. The
School is responsible for notifying parents if there is any change in the bus timetable.

4.

Children waiting for the second bus are to stay within the school grounds during after school supervision.

5.

Parents to inform the school by note/phone if they are changing after- school plans. This includes after school activities
such as basketball and rugby

6.

Teachers are responsible for familiarising those children not travelling by bus of a safe way to leave the school grounds.

7.

Parents are reminded of their responsibilities to ensure the safe travel of all children to and from school, unless travelling by
bus whereby the bus contractor is deemed to be responsible for children while they are in transit.

8.

The Land Transport Safety Authority recommends that children under the age of 10 years need parent/caregiver
supervision when riding on public roads and those any younger, generally do not have the ability to judge traffic behaviour.
Anyone on a bike must wear a helmet which is the correct size, well fitted and maintained.

SWIMMING POOL PROCEDURES & RULES
PROCEDURES FOR POOL COMPLAINTS
References:
1.
Little River School B.O.T. Pool Rules date.

Procedure:
1.
Disorderly behaviour/breaking of pool rules identified and reported verbally or otherwise to Principal or BOT member.
2.

Principal to phone parents concerned to advise of unacceptable behaviour. Record.

3.

If behaviour continues, complainants need to send a formal letter addressed to the Board. Letter to be tabled at the next board
meeting, however prompt action can be expected. (‘Formal’ is defined as a complaint upon which a formal response is
required and must be either in writing, or put in writing and signed by the complainant).

4.

A Board member notifies the parents verbally and advise if there are any more formal complaints, confiscation of the family
pool key will occur (depending on the seriousness of the complaint) with a total ban from the pool of the individual concerned
for the rest of the season. An opportunity for discussion of complaints/behaviour will be made.

5.

If still no improvement in behaviour, a formal letter will go to the parents of the child(ren) concerned that the family key is to
be confiscated immediately. No pool key refund will be available. The parents may attend the next Board meeting to state their
case and be heard.

LITTLE RIVER SCHOOL POOL RULES date

Pool users are subject to the rules and regulations set out by the Ministry of Health and the Board of Trustees, which holds the right to
waive, alter or incorporate any rules or regulations without prior notice.
1.

THE POOL WILL BE OPEN AT THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
Monday - Friday
3.00 pm - 8.00 pm
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holidays
10.00 am - 8.00 pm

Access is from the side gate only (inside school grounds). Please ensure the gate is shut behind you when entering or leaving
the pool area.
Children using the pool must be supervised by their parent or another authorised adult, who is a keyholder. Young children
should be asked to use the toilet facilities before swimming in the pool. Preschoolers who usually wear nappies must wear
'swimmers' disposable naps in the pool.
NO ALCOHOL OR SMOKING is permitted in the school grounds.
2.

NO DANGEROUS OR DISORDERLY BEHAVIOUR IS PERMITTED
Eg: NO jumping in the pool
NO running on the concrete around the pool
NO stones, coins or other such objects to be thrown in the pool
NO action to spill excessive water from the pool.

3.

NO DOGS OR VEHICLES are to be brought into the school grounds.

4.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR POOL USERS - SAFETY
The person unlocking the gate is responsible for their group of pool users. Non-keyholders should not be swimming.

5.

Only authorised personnel to cover and unroll pool cover. Tampering with the pool cover / shade sails may result in key
confiscation.

6.

Keys are not transferable.

Parents are to note:
PEOPLE USING THE POOL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK AND CONSIDERATION OF OTHERS MUST BE
ADHERED TO, ESPECIALLY TO YOUNGER CHILDREN.
That at all times of swimming outside of school hours, they are responsible for the actions, welfare and safety of their children. The
Little River School Board of Trustees will NOT accept any responsibility for accidents or injuries sustained while using the pool.
Any person or persons not complying with the rules or otherwise acting irresponsibly will have the right to use the pool withdrawn. If
as a parent you feel that any of the above rules are not being upheld, please contact any member of the Board of Trustees.
Groups wishing to use the pool for a special occasion may negotiate use of the pool with the School Board of Trustees.

Chairperson, Board of Trustees
LITTLE RIVER SCHOOL

LITTLE RIVER SCHOOL POOL USER’S LETTER
28 October 2008
Attention:

Pool Key Purchasers

As part of our School’s wider Health and Safety regulations, we require parents/caregivers to please carefully read the enclosed pool
rules and tear off and sign the slip below and return it to the school office before we can issue the keys.
Thank you
??
Chairperson
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
tear off and return

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I have read the Little River School Board of Trustees pool rules and acknowledge the complaint procedures for the 2008/09
season. I accept the following conditions and use of the pool key, and accept the responsibility that goes with these rules.
Signed:

________________________ Date: __________________
(must be an authorised adult)

Name:

_________________________ Phone: _________________
(please print)

Little River School
Administration of Medicine Procedure.

The staff at Little River School will endeavor to see that children needing prescribed medication receive it as appropriate. The school
should only be requested to administer medication during the school day, when it is impossible/impractical for the parent or guardian
to do. Remember - we do act in loco parentis. By having a system in place for the administration of medication, parents can be
reassured that staff will do their best to ensure the wellness of a student is paramount.
Purposes
1. To ensure that children receive prescribed dosage of medication at the appropriate time, as requested by their parents,
caregivers or agency.
1. To identify, and take appropriate steps for children who may need emergency treatment, eg. bee stings.
2. To administer medication as prescribed by a GP or specialist. (The first dose must not be given at school.)

Guidelines
1. At enrolment all medical information pertaining to a child's health, will be noted. This will be updated regularly but it is the
parent’s responsibility to inform the school of any changes to the status of their child’s health.
2. Parents or caregivers will be notified whenever emergency medication such as for a bee sting or known allergic reaction, has
been given.
3. A record will be kept of date and dosage of office administered drugs such as Ritalin.
4. Drugs will be kept in a locked cupboard in the Administration area - in a child-proof container. The exact dose of medication
must be provided by the parent/guardian to the school.
5. Parents who require long-term medication to be given to their child must sign a consent form with clear instructions as to
dosage (This form will also absolve school staff and the Board of Trustees from any liability).
6. Children will only be given analgesics if a consent form has been signed by a parent. All requests will be on the
“Parent/Guardians Request for School to Administer Medication” form and addressed to the principal.

7. Appropriate education will be given to staff in the administering of medication such as insulin.
8. Information about children who require emergency treatment will be in front of class registers.
9. Staff will endeavor to give short-term medication, such as antibiotics, following a parent request (form to be filled in).
10. Staff will encourage the appropriate and independent use of inhalers.

11. The principal will delegate the administering of the medication to the Administration staff
12. The delegated person/s will endeavour to administer the medication as required by the parents/guardian
13. Medication will be administered by the delegated person/s.
14. While all care will be taken in administering medication and first aid, the final responsibility belongs to the parent(s) or
caregivers.
Consider adding copy of form here

Send to office - not medical room so Administration staff (School Designated First Aider)- can supervise/evaluate.
Parents are to be notified by phone (wherever possible) if a child has a serious accident/illness or an injury that may develop
into something more serious eg: head knock, suspected broken bone or dislocation.
A note should be sent home for minor accidents, e.g. bumps, grazes, sprains etc.
●

accidents requiring treatment of more than a plaster or temporary ice pack should be written up in the Accident/Incident book.

The following should be noted for keeping your child home to avoid the sickness spreading to others:
• Vomiting and/or diarrhoea - Keep the child home until all vomiting and diarrhoea has finished and the child feels well
• Chicken pox - keep the child home until all blisters have crusted
• Measles - keep the child at home isolated until cleared by the doctor
• Mumps - 9 days after the beginning of swelling and until the child is well
• School Sores - Sores to be covered and child to remain away from school until treatment from the doctor has commenced
In all cases the office should be advised why the child is away sick.

Staff Flu Vaccinations.
As part of their role as a good employer, the LRS board make the offer to reimburse staff of the school for the cost of the flu
vaccination.
Each staff member is to organise themselves and give their receipt of the vaccination to Administration staff. Note the
reimbursement is only given for vaccination and nurse cost - not Dr consultation as this is not necessary.
Guidelines - COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
Little River School is committed to a positive approach in dealing with any communicable disease.
Purposes:
● To ensure that students with communicable diseases have the same degree of confidentiality as accorded to any other
medical condition.
● To make staff and students aware of the dangers of communicable diseases and establish sensible hygiene practices.
● To guarantee to staff and students with communicable diseases the same rights to work and study as others with a medical
condition.
Guidelines:
● Parents of pupils with suspected chicken pox, German measles, measles, mumps, scarlet fever, whooping cough, impetigo,
T.B., meningitis, glandular fever or any other contagious infection may be requested to keep the child off school until
cleared by a doctor or the Health Nurse.
● In the case of Headlice the parent will be asked to treat the child and if not treated that day the child will be excluded from
school until treated. (Refer Head Lice Procedure)
● The school will encourage effective hygiene practices for the handling of blood and will provide equipment to support
these procedures. Gloves will be provided to each class teacher and available in the sick bay and be included in duty bags.
● Children will wear shoes in the playground.
● In the case of Hepatitis B and C and HIV/AIDS.
● Individuals or families are not obliged to disclose their medical status. The school will neither confirm nor deny rumours
about a medical condition; disclosure is a decision left entirely to the family.

● Applications from prospective students or staff to join the school will not be turned down on the basis of any known
medical condition.
● Where a condition is known, staff will be informed.
● First aid courses will be offered free of charge to staff . These will include sensible hygiene practices
● In the case of Headlice the parent will be asked to treat the child and if not treated that day the child will be excluded from
school until treated. (Refer Head Lice Procedure)
● The school will encourage effective hygiene practices for the handling of blood and will provide equipment to support
these procedures. Gloves will be provided to each class teacher and available in the sick bay and be included in duty bags.
● Children will wear shoes in the playground.
● In the case of Hepatitis B and C and HIV/AIDS.
● Individuals or families are not obliged to disclose their medical status. The school will neither confirm nor deny rumours
about a medical condition; disclosure is a decision left entirely to the family.
● Applications from prospective students or staff to join the school will not be turned down on the basis of any known
medical condition.
● Where a condition is known, staff will be informed.
● First aid courses will be offered free of charge to staff . These will include sensible hygiene practices.

Pandemic Procedure
Explanation:
There is a need for a set of procedures which effectively address an influenza pandemic threat such as ‘bird flu’.
It follows that:
● The School should have an effective set of hygiene procedures;
● The School should have the equipment needed in order to give effect to these procedures;
● That all staff and contractors should be fully aware of these procedures;
● That all students and parents/caregivers should be made fully aware of effective hygiene procedures;
● That the School has planned lines of communication with the appropriate Government departments, e.g. MOE, Police, DHB, CYF,
etc; and
● That all staff and contractors should be made fully aware of the Pandemic Action Plan.

Procedure
The following procedures have been devised. They must be used by any member of staff or student.
● Wash hands for minimum 10-20 seconds, using soap and water; and dry thoroughly. (Handwashing is the most important thing
you can do to protect yourself).
● Cover your nose and mouth when coughing or sneezing.
● Use a tissue and dispose of this once used in the waste.
● Always wash hands after coughing and sneezing or disposing of tissues.
● Keep your hands away from your mouth, nose and eyes.
● Avoid contact with people who have influenza-like symptoms.
● Regularly communicate with all staff, contractors, students, and parents/caregivers the above four hygiene procedures.
● That the School follows the five stage action plan as set out in the independent Pandemic Action Plan File.
● That the independent Pandemic Action Plan File is kept with the Policies and Procedures File.
● That the independent Pandemic Action Plan File is updated as required by the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health.
● That the checklists contained within the independent Pandemic Action Plan File are adhered to.
to be read with Crisis Management Plan and Emergency Response Plan, also Media Communications statement.

Little River School
Medical Room / School First Aid Guidelines.
The school is responsible for all pupils from the time of arrival at school, to the time of departure. This necessitates that adequate procedures are
developed for the care of children, in all aspects of pupil safety and health while they are at school.
Purposes:

To provide adequate facilities for all children to be attended to following accident or sickness at school
To ensure that a programme of basic first aid is made available for all staff.
To provide a form to record all serious injuries and the attention given.
To establish a telephone contact network for parents, so that attention (doctor/hospital) can be given to all pupils without undue
delay.
The Principal will ensure that specialised aid is made available for pupils in the advent that the parents cannot be contacted.
Guidelines

1. First Aid supplies are regularly budgeted for, and safe storage practices for these supplies is implemented. A designated staff member will
be responsible for the purchase of supplies as needed.
2. During class teaching hours the office staff assume responsibility for the care of pupils in the sick bay.
3. The teacher on duty is responsible for ensuring that all accidents/injuries in the playground are attended to. Apart from very brief
treatments, which they will attend to, they will ask the designated first aid staff member to help so they can return to duty or their class.
4. If, in the opinion of the staff member providing treatment, an injury is sufficient to require closer examination by a doctor, parents will be
informed and asked to arrange for this to be done. If a parent or emergency contact is not available, a staff member will be released to
take the child to the hospital/doctor. The Principal should be informed.
5. All injuries requiring further treatment or parents to be notified will be recorded in the accident/incident book.
6. A list of children with important allergies will be kept. (part of the job description of the designated first aid staff member)
7. All head and back injuries are to be regarded as serious and parents notified by either a telephone call or note home.
8. For their own protection, staff will use gloves and follow the specified procedures when blood is present.
9. Only children requiring treatment are allowed in the Medical Room.
10. All serious injuries requiring Medical Room treatment are to be recorded in the accident/incident book - date, name, room, injury,
treatment. (Book in medical cupboard)
11. In cases of mouth injuries parents will be advised to contact a dentist.
12. A first aid course for all staff should be provided as necessary.
13. At least 1 staff member must hold a current First Aid Certificate recognised by the NZ Qualification Authority.
Conclusion
The school will give the pupil the care and attention that a prudent parent would.
BOT Pass:

Review Date:

Head Lice Procedure

Explanation:
● To develop strategies which encourage responsible action on head lice eradication.
Procedure:
● At least once a year, information sheets on head lice are sent home with a newsletter.
● When head lice are evident at school, parents are notified to be vigilant and are asked to check their children’s hair daily.
● Students are only allowed back to school after they have been treated, (e.g. shampooed, etc).
For further guidelines and information refer to the following:

HEAD LICE AND NITS: A Guide for School Communities.

Introduction
Head Lice are not new. Head Lice and eggs (nits) have been with us for centuries. Egyptian mummies over 3000 years old have been
found with the remains of headlice. It is only recently that the western world has been relatively free of headlice. No one to date has
found a sure-fire way of totally eradicating head lice in a community. There may be ‘miracle cures’ offered but few live up to the
claims.
Head Lice are a common problem throughout the world. Schools do not give people head lice; people bring headlice to schools. Head
Lice are also brought to churches, supermarkets, sports fields and homes by people. A population is likely to host headlice most of the
time. Infestation levels fluctuate for no apparent reason and sometimes head lice appear to be epidemic while at other times they
appear to be absent.
Controlling head lice requires people in a community as a whole to act.

Myths
Head Lice can jump or swim from person to person.
NO!

Headlice have legs designed for climbing so need to be able to crawl from person to person in close proximity. Headlice cannot swim.

Only dirty people have head lice.
NO!

Head Lice feed on blood, not dirt. Anyone can host headlice.

People with dark-coloured hair get head lice more than other people.
NO!

It is easier to see the yellow-white nits in dark hair so dark haired people are possibly able to manage the problem more easily. People with
light-coloured hair may find it is easier to manage the brown head lice. Head Lice like hosts with hair of any colour.

Head Lice prefer certain blood types.
NO!
Head Lice like to feed on any blood.

Children get head lice from classroom carpets or animals.
NO!
Head Lice only live on human heads.

Schools with policies on head lice don’t have children with head lice.
NO!

A policy is not a magic protection but a well-thought-out policy does help a school manage the problem. However, a policy no one follows is no
help at all.

Some facts
What to look for
Head Lice are small insects approximately 2 to 4 mm long and about 1mm wide. They have six legs with claws and are usually a light or dark
brown colour.
Eggs (nits) are small and hard like a grain of salt and are yellow-white in colour. Eggs are usually found on the hair very close to the scalp. Those
found further from the scalp than one to one and a half centimetres from the scalp are probably dead or hatched.
Sometimes a person with head lice or eggs might feel itchy, but not always.
Checking for head lice or eggs
Check weekly using bright light and by parting the hair. Check the scalp, especially at the front, nape of the neck, behind the ears and at the base
of a ponytail or plaits.
Small red dots behind the ears and on the nape of the neck may be head lice bites. Eggs are usually easier to see than head lice. Don’t be
confused by dandruff that is flaky and easily removed. Eggs will feel sandy or gritty when fingers are run through the hair.
Transmission
Head Lice crawl from head to head. Because young children are often in close proximity to one another in play or classwork, or in close proximity
to family adults at home, head lice have opportunities to move from one head to another. It is impossible to know the origin of an outbreak.
A less likely method of transmission is through the sharing of things like combs, hair brushes, hats, and other things that touch the head and hair.

Because head lice need food, humidity and warmth to survive it is unlikely they will be found alive on car seats, curtains or carpets.
Adolescents and adults tend to spend little time in close proximity to others so transmission of headlice amongst older people is less likely than
amongst the young.
Temperature and Humidity
Head Lice and the eggs (nits) enjoy warmth. Between 28 and 32 degrees centigrade makes the human head an ideal place for head lice to live.
Humidity needs to be about 75% in order for eggs (nits) to hatch.
Food
Blood is the food of headlice. Head Lice need something to cling to and to lay their eggs on. Head Lice find a head of hair a most suitable place
to live.

Hosting head lice
Head Lice do not cause disease. They may cause an uncomfortable itching. At worst, a child with head lice may scratch excessively and break
the scalp possibly allowing infection in. An infestation of head lice should be detected and dealt with long before it becomes either highly visible
or irritating.

Preventing headlice
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Avoid head to head contact.
Don’t share brushes, combs, hats and other items that come into contact with hair.
Discourage children from playing with each others’ hair.
Tie long hair back or plait it.
Brush hair regularly.
Check the hair of everyone in the family at least once a week.
Take action if a child is scratching unusually – check their head carefully.

Treatment

Ideally, once head lice are detected in a school, the whole school community should take action at the same time and over a period
of weeks. One untreated head in a community can ensure an outbreak continues for months.
Treatment must be thorough, regular and carried out over a period of weeks by everyone. Even so, such treatment will not prevent a
reinfestation originating from another community. Keeping head lice under control requires constant vigilance.

Effective treatment can be cheap. A combination of methods is likely to be most successful.
Dry combing
This method is for removal of head lice and eggs.
➢ Use a metal fine-toothed comb. The National Pediculosis Association in the United States recommends combs that have
individually tooled rounded teeth that are evenly spaced and set in a plastic handle.
➢ Fingernails can effectively remove eggs.
➢ Individual strands of hair can be cut to remove difficult eggs.
➢ Some combs will extract adult head lice only and leave the eggs; the closer together the teeth of the comb are, the more
successful combing will be.
Wet combing
This method, using any kind of hair conditioner, is for detection and removal of head lice and eggs. It is recommended that this
treatment be repeated on alternate days for three weeks. The idea is to smother the head lice with conditioner, preventing them
moving away, and to allow manual removal. Do not use conditioner within a day of using a chemical treatment; it will make the
chemical treatment ineffective.
➢ Apply enough conditioner (much more than usual) on dry hair to thoroughly cover the whole scalp and all the hair from the roots
to the tips.
➢ Keep the conditioner in the hair. Conditioner stuns the insects for about 20 minutes.
➢ Comb the hair straight and get knots out with an ordinary comb.
➢ Use a fine-toothed comb to systematically comb the hair. Comb the full length of each hair.
➢ Wipe the comb with a clean tissue after each stroke of the comb.
➢ After thorough combing and inspection, wash the conditioner out.
Electric combs
Electric battery operated combs are available to be used on dry hair. These are claimed to stun or kill the head lice so they let go of
the hair and can be combed out. Clean the teeth after each stroke of the comb. Electric combs should be used on alternate days for
two or three weeks to break the breeding cycle. People with epilepsy, heart disease or pacemakers should not use them.
Haircuts

Short hair is easier to comb, requires less time to treat and makes detection easier. It should not be necessary to shave heads.
Hairdressers may refuse to cut infested hair.
Chemicals
The use of any chemical in or on the body carries risk. Some older treatments for headlice are no longer available because of the risk
they posed. The chemicals used are insecticides and should be used with care and strictly as directed by the manufacturer.
Chemicals are expensive.
There are three chemicals that are most commonly used:
Pyrethrins – derived from chrysanthemum flowers, these attack the insects’ nervous system but break down in sunlight. These are
usually combined with piperonyl butoxide for more effectiveness.
Pyrethroids – synthetic pyrethrins that are more stable in sunlight.
Maldison – an organophosphate insecticide that attacks the insects’ nervous system.
➢ Apply the treatment strictly in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
➢ Treat those members of the household who appear to be hosting headlice. D
 o not treat babies with chemicals.
➢ Do not wash the hair or use conditioners for at least 24 hours after treating. Treatments are designed to coat the hair shaft and
should be allowed to remain. D
 o not wash chemicals off.
➢ Do not use hair dryers on treated hair. The heat may break down the active chemical.
➢ Comb the hair carefully to remove as many dead or live head lice and eggs as possible.
➢ Repeat the treatment after seven to ten days.
➢ Check a
 ll members of the household daily for a period of three weeks.
Herbal remedies
Several herbal preparations are available, however the effectiveness of these is not clearly established. Most herbal remedies might
be regarded as expensive conditioners that are no more effective than other conditioners. Some, such as tea tree oil, may be,
volume for volume, more toxic to humans than chemical preparations. Olive oil, hair gel and mayonnaise may make combing easier.
What else can help?
Extra precautions may include washing all bedlinen and certainly pillowcases and towels in hot water (at least 60 degrees
centigrade) and tumble drying for 20 minutes on high. Other items that have come in contact with heads should also be thoroughly
cleaned. Soak hair brushes and combs in hot water for at least ten minutes. Vacuuming carpets and rugs may also be helpful, if
only to ensure that dead nits and lice are collected and not left to reappear on the heads or clothing of people in the household.

What can a school do?
The legal position
National Administration Guideline 1(iii) requires schools to report to parents on matters likely to prevent students from achieving. National
Administration Guideline 5 requires schools to maintain a safe physical and emotional environment for students. Both of these guidelines mean a
school must take some action in the event that it becomes apparent that children are attending school with head lice.
Section 19 of the Education Act 1989 enables the principal of a school to preclude a student who is not clean enough to keep attending school or
may have a communicable disease. A communicable disease is defined by the Health Act 1956 and includes pediculosis (lice).
A child who is precluded under this section of the Education Act 1989 is neither stood-down nor suspended.
The Education Act 1989 prescribes what a principal and a board must do if a student is precluded.
The principal must make all reasonable efforts to tell:
● the board;
● either the student (if the student is over 20) or the student’s parents (in all other cases); and
● the Medical Officer of Health,
that the student has been precluded and why.
The board must have the matter looked into and will either cancel the preclusion or confirm the preclusion until the principal is satisfied that the
student is clean or well enough to go back to school.
Prolonged preclusion of a child would be an unusual and drastic action to take. To preclude one child and not others who may be infested
would possibly breach a child’s rights under the Human Rights Act. Preclusion would also require some form of inspection that would be difficult
to carry out within the law and would be likely to lead to unreliable evidence being gathered.
It is not the role of the school to conduct mass head inspections, treat children or give expert advice in this area. Inspection, detection and
treatment are the role of the parent.
So what should the school do?
● Review school policies to ensure that the way the school will react to headlice will be effective in limiting infestation and will not lead to other
difficulties for children, such as prolonged absence from school, infestation of others or bullying.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Include teaching about body care and cleanliness in the school health and physical education teaching plan.
Include teaching about insects and parasites in the science teaching plan.
Contact a Health Promoting Schools coordinator in the region and develop a school plan to raise school and community awareness and help
prevent infestation before an outbreak occurs. Local contacts and other information can be found on the Health Promoting Schools website,
www.hps.org.nz
Send periodic reminders to families about the need to check all family hair weekly and, if need be, to commence treatment immediately.
Reminders sent home once each term will be more effective than waiting for a perceived crisis time.
Inform parents as soon as possible if their child is suspected of having head lice.
Inform parents of other children in close contact with an infested child that a case is suspected.
Reinforce the message that everyone in the school community should be checked and any infestation treated immediately and completely
until clear, then rechecked regularly.
Seek advice from health professionals on the latest methods of treatment.
Provide parents with up to date prevention and treatment information. The Public Health Nurse can assist with parent and child education.

Be sensitive to the emotional safety of all children who are suspected of being infested and of the other children in the
class or school (National Administration Guideline 5).
Be aware that there is likely to be a strong emotional reaction from parents. Remain calm and matter of fact when
dealing with the issue.
What should a teacher do?
● Begin any discussion about head lice and nits early in the year before there has been any infestation. Include regular reminders throughout
the year as might be given about matters such as cleaning teeth and fingernails, washing hands and other general self-care.
● Understand that clumsy handling of a suspected infestation could not only upset a child but could also result in social repercussions including
bullying of the child by others.
● React to a suspected infestation in a calm, discrete and matter of fact professional manner.
● Sensitively ensure the child suspected of infestation is removed and kept apart from close contact with others in the class. There is no need
to isolate the child.
● Contact the parents to collect the child to begin treatment as soon as possible that day. This is important for the comfort and emotional well
being of the child and to ensure control of the infestation.
● Ensure that the parent has the information needed to effectively deal with the problem. The school Health Nurse may wish to be involved.
● Be alert for further infestation among class members.
● Ensure that the school informs all parents of a suspected outbreak.
● Be aware that any close head inspection beyond a cursory visual inspection requires parental consent and carries professional risk. Any full
inspection and treatment is the responsibility of the parent.

Summary
Head Lice are a community problem that needs to be controlled by the whole community. If a family fails to check and treat a child’s head the
work done by others to control the problem is likely to be wasted. It is a parent’s responsibility to check and treat their children.
There are a number of actions a school can take to help ensure that any outbreaks are detected and treated early.
Teachers and schools should deal with infestations in a sympathetic and professional manner.
There are a variety of treatments available to families ranging in cost from very cheap to very expensive. How much a treatment costs is no
measure of its effectiveness. There is evidence to suggest that systematic and regular physical treatment can markedly reduce the risk and
severity of infestation.
Any family can host headlice. All families can detect and treat an infestation.

Parent information letter – sample:
School logo / name of school
Dear Parents / Caregivers
Head Lice may be present amongst children in your child’s class. These insects are a nuisance and can be controlled or eradicated by
families. Head Lice crawl from head to head and may be passed on through shared objects such as hairbrushes and hats.
It is recommended that you check all members of your household carefully. Anyone can host headlice. Cleanliness is not a factor in
whether head lice are present or not.
What to look for
➢ Small light or dark brown insects without wings.
➢ Tiny whitish eggs (nits) like grains of salt attached to hair shafts.
➢ There may be unusual itching on the head or neck.
➢ Small red marks on the neck or behind the ears (head lice bites).

What to do
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢

Check all members of the household daily at the same time for at least three weeks.
Treat anyone who is hosting headlice. Effective treatment need not be chemical or expensive.
Please advise the school if you find head lice and confirm that treatment has begun.
Be prepared to continue treatment for about three weeks depending on the method chosen. Three weeks is the length of the head louse
breeding cycle; you need to break the cycle or infestation will continue.
After each treatment, comb the hair with a fine toothed comb.
Extra precautions may include washing all bed linen, pillowcases and towels in hot water and tumble drying for 20 minutes on high. Other
items that have come in contact with heads should also be thoroughly cleaned.
Soak hair brushes and combs in hot water for at least ten minutes.
Vacuuming carpets and rugs may be helpful.
Repeat treatment 7 to 10 days after initial treatment.

Treating the hair is no guarantee that the problem has been eradicated. Success is more likely if treatment is thorough, checking is daily for at least three weeks
and children are reminded to avoid head to head contact with others.

What not to do

➢ Do not use shampoo, conditioner or a hairdryer on hair within 24 hours of using a chemical treatment. Each of these can make the treatment less effective or
cause it to fail.

➢ Do not use ordinary insecticides, pet shampoo or flammable petroleum products.
➢ Do not use chemical products if the person applying the treatment or the person being treated is pregnant.
Thank you for your cooperation. Please contact the school for further information.
Principal
BOT Pass:

Review Date:

EXAMPLE Change, Loss and Grief Procedure
Little River School staff and students believe that everyone requires support, especially during times of change, loss and grief. We understand
that change occurs constantly and involves gains and losses, people grieve differently, people require support during times of change, loss and
grief. Change, loss and grief are normal life experiences for everyone.

Explanation:
To implement a set of guidelines that enable students and staff to be supported.
Guidelines:
● Acknowledge the event;
● Take special care and watch out for affected persons;
● Be prepared to listen;
● Allow people to cry (express their grief);
● Respect peoples space;
● Be prepared to talk;
● If people are experiencing anger encourage them to express it in a safe way;
● Involve an adult if necessary.

Crisis Management Procedure
The death of someone, particularly someone we know, is painful and very distressing. Nothing can prepare us fully for these feelings. However,
careful and thoughtful preparation of procedures can minimise much of the confusion and fear associated with grief and allow an appropriate
and supportive response to be made.

Explanation:
To ensure that procedures are in place so that staff in a school are able to function effectively in a crisis.
To provide support for students, staff and families affected by the crisis.
Guidelines:
●
●

The crisis management plan will be implemented at times of crisis. The crisis may involve death, e.g. suicide, accident, misadventure, or
illness, other crisis situations like fire or other situations which may impact on the emotional well being of the school.
A crisis management team will be identified, to be functional immediately a recognised crisis occurs.

Checklist of procedures:

1. Principal will identify if the crisis management plan is required.
2. The Crisis Management Team is convened. It consists of the Principal, Board Chair, Board of Trustee Representative (A Person), and Staff
Representative (B Person) .
3. Consider who else needs to be involved with the crisis team.
4. Collate the information known about the crisis, e.g. Who, When, Where, What.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Check that the information is accurate to minimise speculation.
Determine who needs to know - Board Members, parents, schools of siblings, schools of others involved.
Decide how they should be told – individually, small groups, classes, etc.
Decide if a letter needs to go home.
Decide when the first contact with family will be made and by whom.
Assign one spokesperson to answer media and police enquiries (preferably Chairperson or Principal), if appropriate and necessary. Inform
staff of this.
Any requests for information should be handled only by the nominated crisis team member. Staff should be informed of this fact.
Brief the staff immediately, if on site. They get the first enquiries.
Determine who will be the staff liaison person for staff support and inform staff.
Designate a safe room, e.g. classroom for children to go to if necessary. Provide food and drink, and ensure the availability of ongoing
support of friends.
Make a register/list of those students who are thought to be at risk, e.g. students close to the victim and/or those at risk of depression or
emotional difficulties.
In case of death consultation with the family, determine the school’s involvement e.g. funeral arrangements, flowers, service, cultural
awareness, koha (food/money), dress.
Identify community people who may be able to assist.
Plan procedures for the first day and the first week. Maintain normal school routines if possible and to be sensitive to content of lessons.
Consider whether there needs to be an opportunity for the whole school to be involved, e.g. attendance at service, messages to family.

Crisis Team Meeting Responsibility Checklist:
What
Keep written record of events
Deal with Media
Phone enquiries, prepare a statement
Liaise/inform police
Verify accuracy of information
Liaise with Chairperson
Seek extra help
Relieve teacher – immediate need
Roster extra duty teacher/personnel
Identify close friend/family of deceased/injured
Direct students to crisis room (back classroom)
Liaise with parents – come and pick up students if necessary
Identify groups in need

STAGE ONE
Who

Tissues, Tea, Coffee, Juice, Food, etc
Outside support, BOT’s, community members, etc
Prepare information to be released to school community
Decide what follow up is needed for the next day/days and arrange
meeting times
Organise relief teacher
Decide the circumstance. Who will attend the funeral. How will this be
managed?

STAGE TWO
What
Who
Decide what the follow up is planned for the next week
Continue to monitor reactions within the community and provide support
Return the school, as far as possible, to regular routines
Decide how, and then update staff and students with new information
Consider giving advice to staff, students and parents on media enquiries
Keep parents informed
Maintain contact and support to families of victims and to their close
friends and their families
Monitor those in caregiver/helper roles
Keep note of expressions of sympathy, condolences, and offers of help for
later response
Arrange relief teacher
STAGE THREE
What
Who
Organise a debriefing with the Crisis Management Team
Organise a follow up for the most affected/at risk students once things
quieten down
Be aware that an inquest may relive the event with consequent renewed
distress. What support is required.

Establish when the Crisis Management Team will reconvene to review the
response made and make any necessary amendments to the Crisis
Management Plan.
If liability if an issue, be prepared for legal proceedings. Maintain a careful
and clear paper trail of incident reports and follow up actions
Remember that those who have had special roles to play will also need
attention to their well being. Privately or publicly acknowledge those who
have taken on a task outside their normal responsibilities

Helpful Notes:

Example of a media statement for reference:

“The staff and children at Little River School are receiving help today from the community and a crisis intervention team. Our focus
is on our children and helping them to come to terms with their loss, and offering them the security of normal routines. We ask that
the media respect the privacy of the children, staff and parents. (At the end of the day, there will be a further statement issued through
the principal.)”
For the Principal:
The Principal must get out front, facilitate the process and maintain the overview – be the cool head who oversees what is in effect a
multifaceted campaign. Use others’ experiences – don’t be afraid or hesitate to ask. Make contact with those in other schools who
have gone through this before so they can provide invaluable experience, advice and resources. They can also help guide you through
some of the philosophical issues, i.e. dealing with the press – as well as providing examples of letters, instructions, statements, etc,
that you will otherwise find very hard to produce under stress.
For the Principal and Staff:
It is clearly most useful to the students and school morale if teachers/staff can maintain a professionally neutral/positive emotional
state ‘in public’. Deal with your own grief by talking with peers, counsellors, your family members or others outside of child contact
time and out of their earshot. Make no overt shows of grief in children’s sight if possible, but keep a respectful, gentle, accepting
demeanour. Overt showing of teacher’s emotions are often misinterpreted by or are confusing/scary to children.

The most common mistake made when working with young people who are grieving is to assume they think like adults.
Understanding of death generally depends on developmental stage, previous experience and cognitive ability. Children who feel most
connected to the deceased or the family has the most potential to show some of the symptoms of grief, but most of the general school
population are more likely to ask a few questions, think about it a little, then move on and back to ‘normal behaviour’ quite quickly.

DRAFT

Non-Custodial Parents Procedure

When parents separate it is usual for one to be granted custody of the child. An increasingly common custody order is for joint
custody. In this case both parents, although separated, share the custodial responsibility, largely making their own arrangements
about the day-to-day care of the child.
A parent who has custody does not have sole control over the child’s education or have the sole right to regulate, supervise and
direct the life of the child. This is the function of guardianship.
Both parents retain guardianship and the rights which belong to a guardian regardless of the custody arrangement.
When both parents have separated and custody arrangements have not been formalised, both parents have custodial and
guardianship rights. If disputes over custody and access arise, it is not the responsibility of the school to arbitrate.
The responsibility for informing the school of custody and access arrangements rests with the child’s parents. A copy of any legal
guardianship or agreed access documentation will be held on file.
It is the custodial parent’s responsibility to keep this information up to date.
Unless a Court rules otherwise, both parents, as guardians, are entitled to:
● A copy of any written reports made about the child’s development;
● Discuss the development of their child with school staff in the same way as any other parent;

●
●
●

Contribute to major educational decisions affecting the child.
Participate in management committees of the school and education, social and support groups in which parents participate e.g.
BOT, school support, fund raising
See such official records about the child as are normally shown to parents.

It is the responsibility of the guardians to take initiative in exercising these rights. The school should make reasonable efforts,
however, to assist guardians to avail themselves to these entitlements.
Children with Family Court documents held at school are listed in “Special Circumstances” in Section A.
Make sure all staff use the correct name when corresponding with parents, i.e. if the surname is hyphenated use the entire
name.

BOT Pass:

Review Date:

Non-Custodial Parents Procedure
ACTION SHEET 1
When a Parent Enrolls a Child – Custody / Joint Custody
It is important for staff enrolling the child to remember what a stressful situation this can be and how vulnerable young children are. It is therefore necessary for
staff to have a clear picture of the situation so confrontations can be avoided if at all possible.
If information is volunteered (or known) that the parents are separated:
●

Record this fact on the enrolment form and keep the enrolment information in a confidential manner

●

Legal custody documents to be kept by principal and updated information to be kept on SMS.

●

Ascertain if the enrolling parent has sole custody, joint custody, or is a non-custodial parent. Sight the court document / custody order.

●

Elicit and record the custodial arrangements which impinge on the child’s attendance and experience in the early childhood service.

●

Point out to the enrolling parent that unless a court has ruled otherwise, both parents, as guardians, may be entitled to:
▪
See any notes or reports which are kept in the School and shown to parents;
▪
Contribute to major care and education decisions affecting the child, e.g. which type of School the child attends; length of time spent there;
▪
Participate in parent functions;
▪
See official record cards.

●

Record the name and address of the people who have a right of access.

●

Inform all staff: be sure to keep new staff informed. Previous teacher share with new teacher at the start of the year.

NB: School should use an enrolment form which facilitates the recording of data on both parents, including any custody arrangements which apply. The
information should be recorded in a manner to protect the privacy of the individuals concerned.

Non-Custodial Parents Procedure

ACTION SHEET 2

When Non-Custodial Parents approach the School directly seeking access to their child. This includes supervised access.
●

Establish why the non-custodial parent wishes to see the child during a session.

●

Check arrangement with custodial parent.

●

Check school records for information about access. Ask non-custodial parent for court order document if information cannot be found.
▪
Ensure the School has a policy and procedures. Ensure all staff are familiar with them. Avoid adult discussion or possible confrontation in the presence
of the child.
▪
The procedures could well make allowance for special meetings of the child with her/his parents – such as rare meetings, emergencies, out-of-town
relations, etc.

●

Arrange a suitable room for the meeting, if approval is given, and it is thought necessary, after considering the points made above.

●

Place a time limit on the meeting if appropriate.

●

Reconsider the initial approval, if the child becomes distressed at the idea of a meeting. Check with custodial parent re any further instructions.

●

See the parent after the meeting to determine what follow-up action, if any, is necessary.

Non-Custodial Parents Procedure

ACTION SHEET 3

Where the non-custodial parent seeks access to the child in the School or its vicinity without direct approach to the school.
A:

A non-custodial parent in the School:
●

Check records for information about access / check with custodial parent.

●

Approach the parent to ask his/her intent.

●

Request the parent see the person responsible.

●

If the request is refused, ask the parent to leave the grounds, particularly where the parent does not have access rights.

●

If the parent refuses to leave the grounds telephone the police.

NB: If the parent insists on taking the child from the School do not attempt to restrain him/her, but ring the police.
B:

A non-custodial parent at the gate of the School:
●

Contact the custodial parent for direction if possible / check records as per A.

●

If there is any reason for the person responsible to be suspicious, or if the child expresses an unwillingness to accompany the parent she/he should ring
the police or the custodial parent.

Example Safety Plan

Explanation:
The object of this plan is to take all practical steps to minimise, isolate and if possible eliminate hazards of people engaged in work for
the Little River School Board of Trustees.
While the Board of Trustees is required to provide a safe working environment and/or take all practical steps to mitigate risk to others
on the site (if any) are instructed to play a significant role in providing for their own safety and that of others by adhering to the
following principles:
● Be alert;
● Recognise the capabilities of others around you;
● Do not tolerate risky behaviour;
● Do not submit to pressure to accept safety shortcuts.
Procedure:
Back Injuries

Common back injury precautions shall be taken.
Egress

All doors and means of egress are to be kept clear and meet the requirements stated.

Electrical

Regular checks and appropriate precautions shall be made on the electrical system and equipment including an annual check by a
registered electrician.
Evacuation and Emergency

● All pupils and teaching staff within the school will be required to undertake Fire and Earthquake emergency procedures, twice a
term. This is to include discussion and practice of routines.
● Evacuation plans are to be clearly shown by exits. A copy of the “Site Safety Plan” clearly showing the details required under
Civil Defence will be kept in the staffroom “Operations Manual”, along with other emergency procedures. All employers and
employees must be familiar with the emergency procedures and emergency equipment.
Equipment and Machinery

● The school requires that any equipment or machinery shall meet the associated recommended safety standards.
● Anyone using them shall have the appropriate training or license for the equipment.
●

Personal Safety

Specialist safety equipment, clothing and/or footwear (as listed below) MUST be worn at ALL times when required or directed:
●

Head Protection

Hard hats shall be worn by all people entering designated Hard Hat areas.
●

Eye Protection

Where there may be a risk of eye injury contractors should wear suitable goggles or safety glasses.
●

Ear Protection

Where there is a risk of noise likely to cause hearing impairment then hearing protection should be used.
●

Foot Protection

All contractors on construction work shall wear footwear of a type which will adequately protect their feet having regard to the
sort of work they are doing.
●

Respiratory Protection

Where there is a risk of inhaling dust or chemicals an appropriate mask should be worn.
●

Protective Clothing

Where there is a recommended guideline to use protective clothing, such as in the use of pool chemicals, this will be complied
with.

Public Places

● Where work takes place in a public place, any necessary notices, warning devices or other means of preventing danger to workers
or the public will remain in place until the danger has ceased. Any special requirements imposed by Local Authorities or
Department of Labour shall be complied with.
● Every endeavour should be made to take breaks in conjunction with the school timetable, all tools and equipment must be
disconnected from power sources and made safe from the public at these times.
● Any visitors to a construction site at school shall report to the site supervisor immediately who shall stop work, (as soon as safely
practicable), meet the visitor and make them aware of any hazards on site. Contractors shall be advised that visitors to the work
site should be discouraged and kept to a minimum.
● Any contractors at the school shall have a first aid kit on site at all times.
Skin Injuries

● The School will be advised to take effective personal precautions against skin problems such as exposure to sun and insect bites
when involved in outside activities.
Falls

● Be aware of the importance of good footwear in preventing falls.
Fire Protection

● There will be no accumulation of combustible materials likely to constitute a fire hazard.
● Storage of paints and other inflammable materials must meet the required standard.
Hazardous Materials & Chemicals

Asbestos
● Should the presence of Asbestos be suspected then all work MUST stop and the appropriate authorities contacted
immediately.
Brittle Materials
● Contractor shall ensure that no work commences on a roof made of or containing brittle material unless there is adequate
support beneath it.
Chemicals
● Appropriate precautions shall be taken to protect the body against chemicals in pool filtration, paint systems, timber
treatments, bolt lubricants, machinery fuel and machine exhaust fumes.
● Appropriate signage will be used to show designated chemical storage areas.

Hazard Register

● The Hazard Register will be reviewed once a term by the Health & Safety Officer and its findings reported at the next BOT
meeting.
Insurance

● Contractors who have tendered for work are to have Standard Public Liability Insurance to the value of $1,000,000.00 before
commencing any work at the School.
Ladders

● All ladders used must comply with appropriate NZ Standard Specification.
Lasers

● Skin burns and retina damage can be caused by lasers. If this equipment is used, read, apply safety rules in the equipment manual.
Lasers MUST be kept out of public places when not in use, and inaccessible to children.
Materials and Tools

● All tools and materials are to be stored in such a manner that will not cause a hazard to people.
● Defective plant or gear is to be removed so that it cannot be used until it is repaired and should workers notice defective plant or
gear it MUST be reported immediately.
Stress

● The Board of Trustees recognises that stress can be a factor affecting the workplace. Guidelines for minimising stress can be
found in the NZEI Service and Support Manual. In an effort to eliminate some stress, Performance Appraisals will be completed
annually for each staff member to review their job descriptions, define what work is to be accomplished and to agree on the
standard to be achieved. From this the Board of Trustees and staff member can assess training and development priorities.
Swimming Pool

● The swimming pool will be checked for adequate chlorine levels through the use of a testing kit by trained staff.
● All safety instructions for the use of this equipment are to be clearly displayed on the wall inside the Pool Plant shed.
Tidy Site

● The Board of Trustees require that the School is tidy and no hazardous situations are left unguarded, that all loose materials and
rubbish are stacked neatly and kept clear of all walking and work areas.
Training

● Everyone at the School shall have appropriate experience or be given sufficient training to enable them to safely perform tasks
expected of them. All staff training will be recorded in their personal files.

● Employees have the right to refuse a task if they feel that they do not have the skills to perform that task safely.
● Employers have the right to expect an employee to undertake training to enable them to safely meet the objectives of their job
description.
Vehicles

● The Board of Trustees shall ensure that any vehicle used for the purpose of school business is registered and warranted and anyone
using a vehicle shall have the appropriate license for that vehicle.
● No vehicle must be used if the driver is under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Visitors
● When visitors arrive at the School, they must report to the office, the Principal or a staff member immediately. Any hazards noticed
by staff or visitors while at the school must be reported as soon as possible.
Work Plan

● The Board of Trustees shall ensure that any contractor shall provide their Safety Plan, Work Schedule and Risk Management
Assessment (RAM) report for proposed work for the School.

Little River School
Emergency Response Plan
(Updated: April 2011, May 2017)
On rare occasions it may be necessary to close the School at times other than official holidays. Situations may include:
❖ breakdown of services such as water, sewerage, heat, power
❖ act of terrorism
❖ industrial action
❖ natural disaster

These procedures will ensure that, in the event of an emergency, the main priorities will be protecting life, preventing injury and
minimising stress as well as ensuring damage to property is minimised
Purposes:
1.
To specify any course of action to be taken by the BOT and school staff.
2.
To ensure that the students are kept safe in the event of the school closing.
3.
To establish a procedure that follows on from the school evacuation plan, assuming that action needs to be taken.
4.
To ensure everyone on the school grounds is familiar with procedures to eliminate confusion.
5.
To maintain an orderly response to emergency situations.
6.
To ensure that the school is prepared for any emergency.
Guidelines:
1.
The decision to close the school will be made by the Principal or their representative after consultation (Where possible) with
the BOT Chairperson and/or an appropriate agency such as Civil Defence or the Ministry of Education.
2.

In the event of the school closing, all parents/caregivers will be notified by way of a phone call (utilising the phone tree) or an
email home, or through radio cancellation as soon as possible.

3.

An emergency phone list with another contact other than the home will be kept in the office. The school will do its best to
contact the family of each child.

4.

Consultation will be carried out with the bus contractor and driver.

5.

If school is in session when any of the above circumstances occur, children will remain under direct school supervision until
such time as a parent or agreed nominated caregiver (emergency contact) takes over that responsibility, record kept of time of
departure. Pupil’s only to be released to authorised caregivers.

6.

In a declared Civil Defence Emergency the school will be available to CD for the role of Sector Post for the area.

7.

All staff are to be familiar with the following procedures for response in times of emergencies.

8.

The school will at all times strive to maintain a safe school environment which will minimise the chances of injury to, or death
of, students and staff, in the event of an emergency.

9.

All staff to be involved in term drills of the school’s emergency procedures.

10.

There will be audits of school structures, fittings and contents (see Health and safety plan).

11.

Fire, earthquake and other disaster drills will be practised once a term, and are the responsibility of the Deputy Principal who
will also record the dates of the drills. Evacuation routes to be displayed in each room.

12.

Disabled persons within the school are to be assisted by the classroom teacher or designated staff member. Their needs are to
be ascertained soon after enrolment.

13.

The school will provide suitable emergency food for children i.e. sweets, snack bars, and water.

14.

Each year, in Term 1, the Deputy Principal will organise a staff orientation of all safety equipment and exits around the school.
This orientation is to include support staff.

15.

The school phone tree will be updated each term and at the time of enrolment.

16.

Children’s health details are to be updated in Term 1, of each year and at enrolment.

Contents
Specific Guidelines for:
Emergencies
Fire
Earthquake
Flood
Tsunami
Lock Down
GUIDELINES:
A)
All Emergencies:
✶ The Principal will establish a control centre in the administration area and coordinate appropriate response action.
✶ As far as practically possible the Principal should remain at the control centre.
✶ The Principal will determine whether it is necessary to contact the emergency services.
✶ The Principal will determine whether evacuation is essential. If so, the Fire evacuation plan will be followed, in case of
Tsunami or Lock Down - the procedures for these events are to be followed.
✶ The Principal will utilise any communication system or non-teaching staff to check with each class Teacher as to their
class/classroom situation.

✶ Every Teacher is responsible for their class.
✶ If the school is to be closed, the Principal will ensure parents/guardians of pupils call and collect them. The roll will be
marked accordingly.
✶ If it becomes essential to move students off site, they will go to the Local Hall. A large notice will be left at the school.
Warnings:
✶ If a warning of an emergency is received, the Principal will authenticate the warning message before any action is taken.
NB

Evacuation Drills will be held once a term.

B)
Fire
Signal:
✶ The signal to evacuate the building will be the activation of the fire alarm for an extended period.
Initial Action:
✓ Children are to quickly leave the room through the primary escape route in an orderly fashion.
✓ Staff will check their designated areas of the school before evacuating.
✓ Staff will close all doors.
✓ Each class is to line up at the meeting place.
✓ The Teacher will call the roll.
✓ If a child is missing after the roll call the Principal or Fire Officer need to be notified.
Post Impact Action:
✓ The Principal will determine whether it is necessary to contact the emergency services for assistance.
✓ A First Aid kit will be taken to the meeting place and administered to those requiring it.
Recovery Action:
✓ No one will return to the building until the Fire Brigade has cleared them.

✓ The Principal will make the decision regarding a return to normal school activities.
✓ If parents / guardians of pupils collect them the roll will then be marked accordingly.
✓ If it is necessary to move pupils off site, they will be taken to the Local Hall. A large notice will be left at the school.
C)
Earthquake
Signal:
● Shaking is felt, or teacher notifies pupils.
Initial Action:
✓ Each Teacher will take responsibility for the pupils with them.
✓ Pupils will carry out the duck and cover hold on drill, or follow instructions from the Teacher, then evacuate.
✓ Non-Teaching staff will take responsibility for their own safety.
✓ Pupils and staff who are outside will duck and cover (turtle drill) then move away from buildings and will go to the evacuation
assembly area as soon as possible.
Post Impact Action:
✓ The Principal will turn off water and electricity, secure the site.
✓ Each Teacher will check for the safety of the pupils in their classroom and ensure all pupils are accounted for.
✓ Each Teacher will eliminate any hazards in and immediately adjacent to their classroom.
✓ Teachers and children will remain outside and not return to the buildings
✓ If evacuation is essential, the same procedure as for fire evacuations will be used.
Recovery Action:
✓ The Principal will establish a control centre in the administration area and will take charge of all activities.
✓ As far as practically possible the Principal should remain at the control centre.
✓ The Principal will utilise any communication system or non-teaching staff to check with each class Teacher at to their
class/classroom situation.
✓ The Principal will decide whether any full-scale evacuation is necessary.
D)
Flood
Initial Action:
✓ Families in vulnerable flooding areas will be contacted to organise children being collected early from school.
E)

Tsunami

Initial Action:
As Earthquake then evacuate to high ground beside the “Daws House” across and right over Western Valley Road.
F)

Lock Down

Initial Action:
A “Lock-down” will be signaled by the use of the dedicated lock down emergency switch, either by the Office
Manager or Principal.
Admin staff or principal will call 111 - on school landline.
The directive to ‘Go into Lock Down’ can also be a directive from NZ Police – the Ministry of Education or a reaction by
the principal to a local threat.

PURPOSE:
In the unlikely event of there being a known or perceived danger to people at school, the Principal (or acting principal) will
make the decision for the school to go into a Lock-Down status to protect life from danger, and to prevent harm until help
can arrive.

PROCEDURE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

ALL STAFF MUST REMAIN AT THE SCHOOL TO ENSURE - ALL STUDENTS ARE CALM AND SAFE

All students and teaching staff are to then remain in, or return to their ‘home room’.
All doors and windows are to be closed and locked immediately, the lights turned off and the students are to ‘hide’.
The teacher in charge should do a headcount/roll check as soon as practical.
A class in the library should remain, a class in the hall should move to the hall kitchen, and out of sight.

5. The office/principal should be advised (by telephone if possible or by using the UHF radios) of the class’ location,
and roll check.
6. Support Staff working with students away from their home room should stay in their room with the student if it is
safe to do so.
7. Administration staff should lock main doors, switch off lights, take the school landline phones, school cell phone,
UHF radio and switch them to silent and move to the nearest safe space.
8. Admin staff or Principal will take the Skool Loop cell phone for communications out to families. These are to be
brief, factual and to provide confidence to families.
9. Classes off the school site will be advised that the school is in Lock Down and to remain where they are and NOT
return to the school.
10. Any other adults or parents on site should remain in the classroom they are in, or if outside, return to the nearest
classroom.
11. The Office Manager will contact all classes by telephone (radio or cell) to verify their status. Communications
should be kept concise.
12. Communication will be by way of cell phone or UHF radio, for this reason phones should not be used unless
absolutely necessary during the period of the lock down.
13. If landline communication fails, then communication will be personal cell phone or UHF radio.
14. Under no circumstances should a door be opened unless the ‘visitor’ can be clearly identified and their purpose for
wanting entry clearly understood. Confirmation with the principal can be made.
15. If it becomes necessary to evacuate the school the procedure for this will be explained in detail at the time, by the
person in charge. This could become a decision made by the teacher, principal or emergency personnel.
16. This could involve all, or some classes moving from their home rooms to be further away from the hazard, or
evacuating to nearby domain, buildings or as directed by the emergency services.

END OF LOCK DOWN

1. The ALL CLEAR will be signaled by the principal to each class teacher and all classes may then return to their
normal activity following a debrief.
2. The ALL CLEAR signal - will be given face to face by the Principal (or acting principal)
3. All student release will be conducted through the administration office or person in charge. Students released to
their custodial parent or another adult who has been clearly identified and/or authorised by the custodial parent.
4. In preparation for such a ‘release’ all teachers need to have an up to date class list (evacuation roll booklet) which
can then be dated/timed and signed by the person removing a child.
5. If there is an area of the school where an incident may have occurred and it is needed to be kept clear, staff will be
advised.

To Do’s:
Fit door bolts for all doors without snib locking from the inside
Practice UHF radio use across all staff
School drills of the lock down switch and the lock, lights off, hide, wait quietly and release procedure.
Emergency booklet/lists to be checked, lock down procedure copied into front cover.
Emergency food and water supplies checked, restocked, distributed through school.
To have in admin for emergency services – emergency folder with: school roll and contact details of families and staff, a master key,
map of our site and local area.

In Case of Closure Emergency.
-

Pupils will remain at school, with all staff who are able to provide care.
Children will be released to parents or authorised guardians in a controlled way, on the assumption that parents or
guardians will make their way to the school or emergency shelters to collect their children as soon as they can.

-

Pupils may be evacuated to emergency shelters under the direction of emergency services or with their teacher

-

There will be no compulsion on school staff to remain ‘on duty’ if they are not fit or capable due to post event trauma
or concern for their own safety or family.

Emergency Shelters could be: - Little River Hall, School classrooms, School House, or any other shelter as designated by Emergency
Services.

Little River School
Search and Seizure Policy
Rationale:
Search and retention of property may need to be conducted to provide a safe physical and emotional environment at school, protecting
students from; items likely to endanger or harm themselves or others (both physically and emotionally) or detrimentally affect the
learning environment.
Searches should be carefully carried out to avoid breaches of the dignity or rights of students.
Purposes:
a) to ensure that nominated school staff are able to carry out searches for specific and valid
reasons.
b) to ensure that such searches are reasonable in intent and practice.
Guidelines:
1. What can be searched: Devices or items can be searched.
There is a difference between a device and an item. A device is to be considered something electronic (e.g. mobile phone, tablet,
laptop, computer, ipad). An item is considered to be anything else.
2. Reason for Searches:
• A search may only be carried out if there are reasonable grounds or belief that a student has
something that is harmful.
• A search will only involve one student - not groups of students.
• Staff cannot require a group of students (or class) to produce, reveal and surrender items or to
remove outer clothing or surrender a bag or other belongings unless they have reasonable
grounds to believe that each student has a relevant item. In general, a search will be conducted

only when there are grounds for suspecting a particular student.
3. Use of Force:
Force may be used, only when there is a threat of imminent harm. A refusal to cooperate may lead to disciplinary action. In extreme
cases the police may be notified.
4. Who conducts the search:
Within school, teachers who feel that a search is necessary will first inform the Principal or Deputy Principal. Generally, the search
will be carried out by one of these people, or a nominated teacher in their absence. Any search needs to be witnessed by another
member of staff. Searches required during school activities off site without access to the Principal or Deputy Principal need to be
conducted at the teacher’s discretion and follow the procedures in this policy.
5. Information to Students:
Students will be advised of the reason for suspicion and the reason for the search. They will be asked to co-operate. Personal search of
a student is confined to their outer clothing. If an item or device is impounded, it must be stored in the office where it is unlikely to be
stolen, lost or damaged. After a reasonable period of retention, items must be returned to the student or passed to another person (such
as a parent) or agency (such as the Police). Items seized will not be returned to the student or parent(s) where the Principal or Deputy
Principal considers the property should be handed to the police or destroyed.
If a student refuses to show or surrender an item that is likely to endanger safety or detrimentally affect the learning environment, then
the usual disciplinary or behaviour management practices may apply.
6. Informing Parents:
Parents will be notified of the search, the circumstances and the results of the search, as soon as is reasonably possible after the search
has taken place. Where practicable, a reasonable effort will be made to notify parents in advance of personal searches.

7. What can be searched:
The Principal and Deputy Principal may search bags (of all kinds, including school bags, desks, wallets, purses, lunch boxes and
pencil cases) and clothing not being worn. A student may be requested to remove articles of outer clothing such as coats, jackets,
jerseys, hoodies, shoes and socks, or to turn out their pockets. No student will be required to remove other items of clothing. Devices
may also be searched, for example ipads and laptops. A staff member may require a student to reveal an item that is stored on an
electronic device, and may require the device to be surrendered.
As in all matters to do with the rights and dignity of students, schools should guard against acting
hastily. Careful consideration and, where practicable, expert advice, will help in most cases.
Reference:
Guidelines for the surrender and retention of property and searches. January 2014
http://www.education.govt.nz/ministry-of-education/regulatory-impact-statements/education-amendment-bill/appendix-2-education-a
mendment-bill-2012-search-and-seizure-in-schools/
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